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2. Introduction
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade (BHEU) project was one of several initiatives across England
funded by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) to help kick start the Green Deal in
the region1. This was in recognition that “local authorities and other local partners are key in
ensuring effective and intensive delivery of Green Deal and the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) in
their communities.”2
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade was a pilot scheme for one part of Bristol’s strategy to develop a
£100m plus programme of commercially viable renewable energy and retrofit projects (the Elena
programme3). Bristol City Council sees the Green Deal and ECO as intrinsic to Elena.
Bristol Home Energy Upgrade aimed to drive early demand for the Green Deal and ECO in Bristol by:
Funding a number of free assessments, and encouraging the take up of further assessments
beyond this.
Funding and facilitating the uptake of Green Deal and ECO eligible measures in the private
domestic sector – in particular, solid wall insulation and boiler upgrades. This included
support for Affordable Warmth eligible households in line with the Home Heating Cost
Reduction Obligation (HHCRO)4.
Beyond this, the pilot aimed to test the underlying principles of the Green Deal and build the local
market in advance of its formal launch in early 2013, utilising the emerging Green Deal supply chain
(installers, advisors) and pay-as-you-save style finance to replicate Green Deal finance as closely as
possible.
In addition, the pilot sought to develop a practical perspective of the realities of Green Deal and ECO
policy. It sought to gain a broader understanding of the drivers and disincentives in relation to the
Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation, both from the perspective of the householder and the
industry.
Funding was awarded to Bristol City Council, and the Centre for Sustainable Energy (CSE) was
appointed as delivery partner with responsibility for the day to day management of the project.
Wessex Home Improvement Loans also worked alongside Bristol City Council and CSE, and were
responsible for the administration and fulfilment of loans. ECO funding was provided by Scottish &
Southern Energy.

1

The other Core Cities to benefit from funding were: Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham
and Sheffield.
2
https://www.gov.uk/local-authorities-and-the-green-deal
3
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/press/business-bristol/bristol-secures-funding-develop-energy-services-company%E2%80%93-uk-first-local
4
Generally Affordable Warmth is defined as a householder more vulnerable or on a low income. Eligibility is established
where the household is in receipt of a qualifying benefit such as Pension Credit.
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3. Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
in numbers
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade ran from December 2012 to May 2013

Total applications
Owner occupier
Private landlord
Private tenant

422
351
63
8

Total installations

157

Conversion rate

37%

Total heating upgrades
Able-to-pay
Affordable Warmth

134
122
12 5

Total solid wall insulation installs

23

Total taking up a Wessex Home Improvement Loan
(all heating)

25

Total assessments
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)
Green Deal advice reports (GDAR)
Conversion of assessments to installations
Green Deal advice organisations (GDAO)
Green Deal Advisors (GDA)

231
157
74
68%
6
10

Total estimated lifetime fuel bill savings

£585,415

This takes into account the expected lifetime of a heating
system at 12 years, and 36 years for solid wall insulation.6

Total estimated fuel bill savings per year
Heating able-to-pay7
Heating Affordable Warmth
Solid wall insulationA

£40,917
£34,251
£2,732
£3,934

5

Of which, 4 received true ECO funding.
For a list of measure lifetimes, see the Ofgem website
7
These figures take into account an ‘in-use’ factor which tries to reflect the difference between the theoretical
and actual performance of a measure.
6
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Total estimated lifetime carbon savings

3,785.55 tCO₂

This takes into account the expected lifetime of a heating
system at 12 years, and 36 years for solid wall insulation.

Total estimated carbon saving per year
Heating able-to-payA
Heating Affordable Warmth
Solid wall insulationA

271.36 tCO₂
234.49 tCO₂
14.83 tCO₂
22.05 tCO₂

Total number of installers used
Of which Bristol or Somerset based

15
4

Total applications from community group referrals
Total installs from community group referrals
Conversion rate
Solid wall insulation
Heating upgrades

55
11
20%
6
5
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4. Householder perspectives
Introduction
This section provides more detail about the householder journey through the project, interspersed
with feedback from householders who progressed from initial enquiry through to installation.
Feedback was captured through:
-

An online survey (55 responses received from 131 requests) – a copy of this can be found in
the appendix.

-

Telephone interviews with seven survey respondents to clarify answers to some of the
survey questions and allow them to elaborate on specific points.

-

Analysis of emails received throughout the life of the project.

Where percentage figures have been given in relation to the survey results, it should be noted that
not every respondent answered every question; therefore the actual count has also been included to
provide further clarity and a footnote denotes the total responses for that particular question.
Analysis of households who did not proceed either beyond their initial enquiry or the assessment,
exploring barriers to uptake, will be provided as an appendix to this report at a later date.

The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade model
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade (BHEU) project was designed to trial a ‘householder led’ approach
to energy saving home improvement initiatives and retrofit measures. Central to this aim was
customer choice of both the assessor and the installer who were selected to undertake work at their
property. The BHEU project refined similar delivery models in order to improve the householder
journey and included elements of Green Deal infrastructure (e.g. advice organisations, advisors and
installers).

Application to the scheme
Householders contacted the Centre for Sustainable Energy’s (CSE’s) Home Energy Team by
telephone or email in order to make an application and to receive further information, advice and
support in relation to the complexities (e.g. variable grant allowance) of the project and the time
restrictions imposed.
Motivation
When asked what motivated them to apply to the project, 58%
(n=21)8 of respondents indicated that financial assistance towards
the work was the most important factor. Interestingly, ‘improving
the property’s value or appearance’ was only ranked first by one
person. Other prominent motivational factors included ‘saving
money on bills’ and ‘making my home warmer and more

“One of my motivations was
that I knew that my boiler was
getting old and could possibly
go wrong and I wanted the
security that it wouldn’t break
down in the middle of winter.”

8

54 people responded to this question in the online survey, and were asked to rank factors in order of
importance, with 1 being the most important.
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comfortable’, with both these options being ranked as the most important by 14 respondents.
Householders were given the opportunity to specify other motivational drivers, and the responses
included lack of heating system or the boiler was already broken. Four of the six respondents who
specified a reason other than the options given in the survey related to replacing boilers.
‘Householder led’ model
Householders were asked if they liked having choice and making their own decisions, 92% (n=49)9
agreed. However, three householders said that they would have preferred to have been guided (i.e.
given help with choosing advice organisations, installers etc) through the project more closely by the
Home Energy Team. Of those three householders, two were contacted and asked to provide further
details. The main issues identified related to the tight deadline; the need to contact assessors and
installers promptly and keep within the timescales outlined to not lose out on the funding. One
householder would have liked more guidance with decision making as they were unsure which
installer to use and what manufacturer system (solid wall insulation) to apply to the property.
Brochure
A householder brochure was available in both a printed and online version. The brochure was
intended for use as a guide and point of reference during the various stages of the application
process and designed to be a useful and adaptable customer resource, e.g. to assist a customer
when finding a Green Deal Advice Organisation or Green Deal Installer or understanding the Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) and the Green Deal advice report.
The brochure can be viewed here:
http://issuu.com/centreforsustainableenergy/docs/www.cse.org.uk/1?e=5132011/1378876.
The majority of householders (96%, n=44)10 thought the brochure was very comprehensive and 83%
(n=38);: of householders surveyed said that they used the brochure as a resource throughout the
process.
The brochure answered lots of my questions
so I didn’t have to contact the Home Energy
Team
I used the brochure as a resource throughout
the whole process
I thought the brochure was very
comprehensive
I didn’t really look at the brochure

Agree

Disagree

0

10

20
30
Count of responses

40

50

Figure 1: Householder brochure

9

53 people responded to this question.
53 people responded to this question.

10
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However, for 29% (n=13);: the brochure did not sufficiently answer all of their questions, which
meant that they had to get back in touch with the Home Energy Team for clarification. At the
delivery stage of the project, monitoring and feedback had also highlighted this issue and prompted
the production of a set of frequently asked questions which were accessible on CSE’s advice website.
The majority of enquiries to the Home Energy Team focussed on:
Difficulty with finding installers to provide quotes
Lack of clarity on payment terms
How and when the grants are calculated
Pay-As-You-Save (PAYS) terms and conditions (Wessex Home Improvement Loans)
Uncertainty as to what to do once the EPC had been completed
Wanting to find out grant amounts before paperwork received by post
Non scheme related questions with particular questions around the Green Deal
The requirement to insulate 100% of the property to qualify for BHEU
The majority of this information was available either in the brochure or in the FAQs. Evidently
householders were not always accessing the resources available and some eligible customers will
always need additional support, and prefer the one-to-one advice offered by the Home Energy
Team.

Advice to householders
The Home Energy Team advice line is staffed by qualified energy advisors who were also trained on
the BHEU project before launch. Between 3 December 2012 and 3 January 2013, the Home Energy
Team fielded over 160 calls about the project. In order to explain the complexities of the project
(i.e. deadline, using Green Deal accredited advisors and installers and how grants and finance were
calculated), the average call duration was 17 minutes. This was vital to ensure that the householder
was aware of how the project operated and the
“I felt that it would have been beneficial
constraints that were imposed upon it. Figure 1 below
to be contacted at the completion of
shows the length of calls received over the first
each stage to be reminded of what the
month. This demonstrates a need for factoring in
next step was.”
tailored advice provision when considering future
ECO/Green Deal home improvement projects.

General energy efficiency calls to the Home Energy Team typically last between 5 – 10 minutes.
However, for the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade, the average call lasted 17 minutes.
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Length of calls received between 3rd Dec
and 3rd Jan
60

Number of calls

50
40
30
20
10

0
10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24 25-27 28-30 31-33 34-36 37-39 40-42 43-45
Call length (minutes)

Figure 2: Calls made to the Home Energy Team over 10 minutes in length (143 in total), 3 Dec 2012 - 3 Jan 2013

When asked if the project was well explained during the initial call, 66% (n=35)11 of survey
respondents agreed that it was. A further 32% (n=17)¹¹ agreed with this sentiment, but also wanted
to wait until they received the brochure to digest it fully. Just one respondent said that there was
too much information in the initial call.
None of the respondents thought that the project was too complicated. However, four respondents
were not aware that the cost of the assessment would be reimbursed. This detail was included in the
‘welcome’ letter, but the volume of information that was provided to householders during the early
application stage may have been a contributing factor to this oversight.

Assessment
At project launch, the nature of being a ‘go early’ scheme raised some issues around assessments,
primarily that the industry was not sufficiently mature to support the creation and lodgement of
Occupancy Assessments. The most consistent way to manage this for the householder was, in effect
to split the applicants into two groups:
-

11

Applications made between project launch (3 December 2012) and 6 January 2013 only
required an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC).
Applications from 7 January 2013 onwards required a full Green Deal Advice Report
(GDAR), i.e. an EPC plus Occupancy Assessment.

53 people responded to this question.
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The scheme was designed to offer householders choice in the Green Deal Advice Organisation
(GDAO) they wanted to use. In addition to this, one hundred free assessments were offered on a
first come, first served basis and twenty of these were reserved for Affordable Warmth eligible
households. All eligible customers were issued with a voucher and all of the free assessments had
been allocated within two days of launch. The management procedure for assessment allocations
can be seen below:
Householder eligible for free assessment:
The GDAO invoiced CSE directly quoting the voucher reference that was issued to the
householder.
Householder not eligible for free assessment:
The GDAO collected payment from the householder. In the event of a successful
installation, the householder submitted the receipt to CSE in order to be reimbursed at
the same time as the grant was issued.
Paperwork submission
Upon completion of all assessments, GDAOs returned a copy of the report to CSE, along
with RdSAP input data.

For the project as a whole, 231 assessments were completed of which 157 were Energy
Performance Certificates (EPC) and 74 were Green Deal advice reports (GDAR).
Out of 53 survey respondents, 25 respondents received a GDAR, and 22 had an EPC only. 33
paid for the assessment and 14 received it free of charge.
Choice of Green Deal Advice Organisation
Once an initial application to the project had been made, a list of certified Green Deal Advice
Organisations (GDAOs) who had signed up to the project Code of Practice12 was provided to the
householder. This list was available as both a paper insert to the brochure, and hosted on CSE’s
advice website. The latter was updated throughout the project, so that customers could access an
up-to-date list. At the start of the project seven GDAOs were on the list and by the end of the project
this had dropped to six.
89% (n=42)13 of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they liked being given choice of GDAO,
but the response was more mixed when it came to knowing who to choose. This is where it may be
useful for householders to access a social media platform on which to share their experience and
leave feedback on GDAOs.

12
13

Project specific documentation required by CSE in addition to the Green Deal Code of Practice.
52 people responded to this question.
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When asked about the level of choice of GDAOs, the response
was a fairly even split between those believing there was very
little choice and those who disagreed with this. Unlike installers,
where more choice is generally seen as a positive, there may be
an optimum number of GDAOs to choose from before a tipping
point is reached where more choice simply becomes too
confusing for the householder.

“[I] chose the assessor on the
principle of the first person I could
get out. The scheme was very,
very busy and a lot of them
(assessors) were booked out. I had
to wait two or three weeks to get
someone out.”

I liked being given the choice of assessment organisation
I found it easy to choose an assessment organisation
There was very little choice in selecting an assessment
organisation
I contacted several different assessment organisations before
making my choice
I did not really know what to ask about when contacting an
assessment organisation
The assessor(s) I contacted were able to answer all my questions
I had to wait longer than I would have liked for my appointment
0
Strongly agree

10
Agree

20
30
Count of responses
Disagree

40

50

Strongly disagree

Figure 3: Choice of Green Deal Advice Organisation

“Assessment procedure was all
very slick. Phoned them on the
Friday, they came around on the
Monday and we had the report by
the Wednesday.”

As the assessment is completed in line with RdSAP conventions, in
theory the outcomes should vary little between GDAOs. Although
it had a limited impact on initial customer selection, what set
some organisations apart is the customer service they offered and
particularly how well the Green Deal Assessor (GDA) explained the
process and reports.

Respondents highly valued locally based GDAOs and GDAs.
When asked to rank factors in order of importance in influencing their choice of a GDAO, a locally
based organisation was ranked first more than any other factor. How quickly GDAOs responded to
enquiries and how quickly they could complete an assessment also appeared highly important
factors influencing customer’s choice of assessment organisation. This result is highly likely to reflect
the project timescales and deadline. Price and flexibility of appointments were ranked first, second
or third as influencing factors by a smaller number of respondents (14 and 13 respectively), but of
those that did select ‘price,’ it was mainly ranked first.
Of those who paid for an assessment, 42% (n=13)14 said that they shopped around to find the
cheapest price which shows no real trend. It may be that the ability to shop around was restricted by
14

37 people responded to this question.
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timescales and availability. It may also have been considered less important where a householder
was fully committed to an installation and aware that the cost would be reimbursed at the end of
the process.
All but four respondents said that they considered the deadline before committing to the cost. Four
respondents said that they had planned to get an assessment done anyway, regardless of the
project, and 71% (n=24);> said that they would still have paid for an assessment even if the cost
wasn’t reimbursed.
89% (n=42)15 did not have to wait longer than they would have liked for their assessment, and were
generally satisfied with the GDAs ability to answer all their questions (79%, n=38);?.
Issuing the report - timescales
77% (n=40)16 of respondents received a copy of their report within a week, 17% (n=9);@ waited for 12 weeks and two waited over a fortnight.
No householders received their EPC and/or Occupancy Assessment on the same day as the visit,
with most receiving it within a week. Being able to view the report immediately, and the GDA
spending time to explain it thoroughly whilst at the property, is a vital element of improving
understanding and managing expectations.
As software develops and the use of apps on hand held tablets becomes more widespread, it is
anticipated that this time lag will reduce, with more householders being provided with the EPC and
Occupancy Assessment instantly whilst the GDA is in their home. This could facilitate an improved
dialogue between the GDA and the householder, and potentially resolve discrepancies and enquiries
at the time, removing the need for the householder to follow this up at a later date.
Late 2012/early 2013 coincided with the upgrade of the software used by accreditation schemes,
which meant that sometimes GDAs were unable to lodge EPCs promptly. There were also significant
problems reported by GDAs in lodging Occupancy Assessments, partly a result of administrative
delays in achieving GDA status and the wait for user accounts for the GDSAP software to be set up
by Landmark.
Report accuracy
After receiving their EPC or GDAR, 12 respondents believed it to be inaccurate or had it corrected
retrospectively. Two customers commented on what they believe to be a fairly rudimentary method
of assessment:

“Outcomes of survey of no practical use, other than having ticked the box of having EPC produced and
delivered to CSE to progress with BHEU scheme...Energy consumption data and energy and cost savings
calculation associated with proposed improvement measures appeared far off what actually happened in
the property, based on actual fuel bills.” [This householder received an EPC only]

15
16

52 people responded to this question.
52 people responded to this question.
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“I thought the assessment techniques a
bit crude...I think the assessment is
flawed, e.g. my savings are not as
great as the assessment suggested
they would be.”

Over half (58%)17 of respondents did not need to contact
anyone or do further research to understand the EPC and/or
Occupancy Assessment.

However, there is still clearly a need to provide additional
advice and guidance in this area as many did make an effort to
better understand their EPC and/or Occupancy Assessment
by:
-

Contacting CSE (17)
Contacting the GDA (3)
Contacting the Green Deal Advice Organisation (5)
Asking a family member or friend (2)
Researching online (8).

“I thought absolutely nothing about the
EPC. It was just a tick in the box that
had to be done.”
“There is no reason why I would have
paid for an EPC unless I had to have one
for the grant scheme.”

Of those that contacted CSE, the GDA or GDAO, the majority (15 out of 19) were satisfied with the
response, two were dissatisfied, and two were very dissatisfied.
Of those householders that received a Green Deal Advice Report, nearly all respondents (n=22)
thought it was a useful document, only two did not agree. However, this did not necessarily follow
through to a willingness to pay as only 12 agreed or strongly agreed that it was worth paying for, as
opposed to 13 that said it was not. 72% (n=18)18 said that the GDA clearly explained the report to
them, while the remainder (n=7);B disagreed with this sentiment.

“If the Green Deal assessment did not result in energy efficiency measures being installed including
financial help (e.g. grants, finance, pay via energy bills) then it is fairly pointless. I think the whole process
needs to be reviewed as some people will be put off with forking out for the cost of the Green Deal
assessment if they do not know if this will assist with getting some kind of financial assistance with
expensive measures.”

Many believe the Green Deal Advice Report to be a useful document, but this does not
necessarily follow through to a willingness to pay in full for one to be completed. There is a
continued need for GDAs and advice organisations to be able to succinctly explain the report to
householders, and there is scope to improve the design and layout of the Occupancy
Assessment in particular.

17
18

52 people responded to this question.
27 people responded to this question.
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Grant contributions
The BHEU project was constructed on the Green Deal and ECO principle of a grant and finance
award, based on the householder’s fuel bill and carbon saving assumptions indicated on the EPC. Of
those who responded to the customer survey, 94%
(n=45)19 were interested in how the grant and finance
“It would have been useful for me to have been
was calculated. Due to the complex nature of grant
given information about how the grants were
calculated in the initial paperwork so that I could
and finance calculations, this highlights the
have worked out what sort of grant I could have
importance of having clear and comprehensible
got. It would make the decision on progressing
paperwork. Over 94% (n=48)20 of respondents agreed
easier to make.”
that the paperwork clearly indicated grant
availability.
Householders were asked about how the level of grant awarded compared with their expectations
(based on their EPC assumptions). As figure 2 below shows, for the majority (81%, n=41)21 the grant
met or exceeded their expectations.

Number of respondents

25
20
15

10
5
0
Significantly A little lower About what I Higher than I Significantly
lower than I
than I
was expecting expected
higher than I
expected
expected
expected

Figure 4: Grant expectations

From the outset, householders were informed that it would be difficult for the Home Energy Team
to categorically say what the grant amount would be without first having access to their EPC to run
the calculations. It was anticipated that the average grant would cover 50% of the cost of works for a
boiler upgrade and 75% for solid wall insulation.
The reality of providing customers with an indicative average grant value at the outset is that some
applicants will receive less and some more than this value. In fact there is a huge variance in the

19

51 people responded to this question.
51 people responded to this question.
21
51 people responded to this question.
20
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grant allowances which can be allocated to different customers in different properties and this is
influenced by a number of factors.
Table 1 below shows the five most popular grant allowance expectations. Of those householders
surveyed, 21 householders were expecting a grant amount of 50% of the total cost of works.
Table 1: Grant expectations

Grant expectation (%)
100
80
75
60
50

Number of respondents
3
4
9
3
21

Other grant allowance percentages ranged from 20-90% but these were only selected by one
householder each.

Pay-as-you-save finance
Alongside the grant offer, householders were made aware that they may be able to access a loan via
Wessex Home Improvement Loans based on the pay-as-you-save principle. Chapter 8 of this report
examines the take up of loans in more detail. This section summarises householder perceptions and
experience of this finance method.
The key differences between the loan offered through the project, and real Green Deal finance
should be noted:
-

The loan was not attached to the meter, nor repaid through fuel bills.
The interest rate was fixed at 4% as opposed to Green Deal finance at 6.96%1.

Of the survey respondents22:
-

22

Six respondents took out a Wessex Home Improvement Loan (25 loans were
administered under the project in total).
Five considered the finance but did not contact Wessex Home Improvement Loans.
Two contacted Wessex Home Improvements to get more information but didn’t take it
any further.
44% (n=23) of respondents decided to fund the shortfall themselves.
25% (n=13) of respondents found that their grant fully covered the cost of the work.
6% (n=3) of respondents decided to borrow from elsewhere to fund the shortfall.

52 people responded to this question.
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Understanding of, and attitudes towards, the pay-as-you-save principle
72% (n=31)23 of respondents indicated that they understood the principle of the loan being based on
the expected fuel bill savings from installing an energy saving improvement, and 94% (n=45)24
agreed that Green Deal finance is a way of enabling people to improve the energy efficiency of their
homes rather than having to find the money through personal savings etc.
Whilst 13 respondents disagreed that ‘Green Deal finance will help lots of people who cannot afford
to improve their homes’, the majority 73% (n=36)25 agreed with this statement.
Similarly, most survey respondents agreed (77%, n=37)26 with the sentiment that it didn’t matter if
Green Deal finance didn’t fully cover the cost of work, any help towards it is better than nothing.
There does seem to be an appetite for this type of finance to help fund improvements, with 71%
(n=35)27 saying that they would consider it for future improvements they make to their home.

Don't
know
25%

No, I
would
prefer to
fund it
myself
35%

Yes, I
would use
Green
Deal
finance
41%

Figure 5: Would you use Green Deal finance to make improvements to your home immediately or would you prefer to
fund the improvements at a later date yourself knowing you don’t need the finance option?

When asked to consider timescales, specifically whether they would consider using Green Deal
finance to enable them to make improvements immediately, as opposed to saving up and installing
at a later date, the response was more mixed with 41% (n=21)28 saying that they would use Green
Deal finance, while 35% (n=18)<B said they would prefer to fund it themselves, and 24% (n=12)<B
selected ‘don’t know.’

23

43 people responded to this question.
48 people responded to this question.
25
49 people responded to this question.
26
48 people responded to this question.
27
49 people responded to this question.
28
51 people responded to this question.
24
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When asked whether they would have been more encouraged to fund the cost of the work in this
way had the finance been repayable through their fuel bill, just over half (n=26)29 said ‘no.’ It is
interesting to note that a quarter (n=13)<C answered ‘don’t know,’ suggesting that although there
seems to be a fairly good level of understanding about the principle of Green Deal finance, there is
still uncertainty around the practicalities of how this is administered.
Although there is a good grasp of the principles behind Green Deal finance, there is still a great
deal of uncertainty about the practicalities of how this will be administered, in particular around
how payments will be collected from fuel bills and attached to meters.
There is clearly a range of attitudes towards Green Deal finance, and this reinforces the need for
advice (and funding) provision to remain open minded about householder motivation, not assuming
that the Green Deal is the only (or right) option for all households.
There was a fairly even split when respondents were asked whether they agreed with the statement
that pay-as-you-save finance is ‘a good idea in principle, but I don’t think it works in practice.’ As
Green Deal finance becomes more widely available, there should be more clarity on what it is, and
how it works in order for it to be presented to the householder in a concise way.
Wessex Home Improvement Loans
Although only a minority (n=13) of the survey respondents had experience of dealing with Wessex
Home Improvement Loans, responses around the service they received were very positive. Those
who had experience of the following aspects were asked to rate them.

Customer service ratings for Wessex Home
Improvement Loans
Speed at which the loan was paid

General customer service
Financial assessment
Explanation of how the loan worked
Response to my initial enquiry
0%

50%

100%

Figure 6: customer service ratings for Wessex Home Improvement Loans (NB 100% = 13 customers)
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51 people responded to this question.
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Installation
The project model which was implemented, giving the customer flexibility in the installer they chose
to undertake the work, proved to be popular. This is evidenced in the survey responses alongside
the volume of work which was completed and the overall conversion rate. However, it was difficult
to create a comprehensive list of available installers due to the requirement to use only accredited
Green Deal installers. This was implemented to support Green Deal supply chain development in the
city.
At the launch of the project on 3 December 2012,
there were only three Green Deal installers for
solid wall insulation who wanted to participate
(out of 15 in total on the Green Deal Oversight and
Registration Body website30) and six heating
installers. Over the life of the project the number
of solid wall insulation installers increased to six,
although customer feedback highlighted the need for more installers, especially given the capacity
requirement for installations to be completed within a tight deadline.
“There were five installers on your list and they all
quoted for my job. I found it very difficult to compare
value for money, to compare like for like to know I
was getting a good deal, to even know if I was
getting the right thing for my property.”
Boiler upgrade

Householders were asked if they liked having the choice of installer, 96% (n=50)31 agreed and only
two disagreed. Feedback from those who disagreed related to guidance and timescales rather than
indicating a preference for having one appointed contractor for the project.
Householders were also asked what influenced their choice of installer. The results in table 2 show
that the speed at which the installer could do the work featured highly. This result is likely to be
influenced by, but not exclusively restricted to, the deadlines imposed on the project. It is
encouraging to see locally based installers featuring highly as a factor. This demonstrates a need to
encourage installers in areas where projects are running to become Green Deal accredited, in turn
this will ensure the development of local business and infrastructure.
CSE is currently looking at how a social enterprise framework could sit within the Green Deal and
ECO to maximise delivery of energy efficiency locally; using local SME assessors and installers to
deliver home improvement measures to local people32.
Nearly all respondents liked having a choice of installer, and there was a strong preference for
locally based installers.

30

www.greendealorb.co.uk
52 people responded to this question.
32
CSE’s ‘incubator’ research project is a detailed examination of how a social enterprise could be designed and set up to
help facilitate local engagement; creating a network of local enterprise by connecting people who want to be involved. The
incubator is still a work in progress, largely due to the continued evolution of the Green Deal and ECO legislation and the
development of the local supply chain.
31
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“I obtained three quotes but the installer with the cheapest quote did not respond to my requests to proceed with the
work so I had to negotiate a price and completion date with another installer causing me to nearly miss the deadline.
More help to find an installer who was able to proceed with the work within the limits of the grant and completion
deadline would have been helpful.”

Table 2: Factors influencing choice of installer

Question
No. of householders who selected 1st, 2nd or 3rd option.
Speed at which they could do the work
38
Locally based installer
24
Price
21
Speed at which they could quote
19
Capacity and availability
Householders were asked about their experiences of finding an installer and booking an installation.
Responses were divided when asked about the ease of choosing an installer but 86% (n=42)33 did
contact several installers before making a choice.
“I have to say when selecting an initial installer it was incredibly confusing as I got four of them out and they all gave me
conflicting advice, it was very difficult for me as a consumer to know which of them was right and which was wrong.”
Boiler upgrade

Unsurprisingly all but one of the respondents considered the deadline before committing to the cost
of the installation. This demonstrates a reluctance to install an energy saving improvement without
the offer of grant funding towards it. However, nine respondents had planned to get the work done
regardless of the grant.
Workmanship
Householders were asked what they thought of the workmanship of their chosen installer; 83%
(n=43)34 said ‘good’ or ‘very good’; 15% (n=8)=> thought it was average and one householder
described it as ‘poor’.
“I felt I was persuaded into choices that made
sense for the installer to do the work quickly
and easily rather than what we wanted (e.g.
location of boiler, running of pipework, different
"zones" for heating control). The finishing
wasn’t great e.g. things not put back in place,
holes left in walls.”
Boiler upgrade

33
34

“The installers were very good generally,
resolved queries quickly including minor
problems that were not apparent during the
installation survey; the work was quick but did
not seem to skimp on quality.”
External wall insulation

49 people responded to this question.
52 people responded to this question.
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“There was a whole range of issues that
cropped up during the install process, not all of
which can necessarily be put down entirely to
faults by the installation company itself. They
made a very poor selection of their contractors,
many of which had significant failings, both in
workmanship and customer service…”
External wall insulation

“The work was completed quickly and to an
overall good standard but there were minor
snags and details which need to be addressed
after the main work had been completed, and
the site was left in an untidy condition with
damage to parts of the garden.”
External wall insulation

Customer Service
Householders were asked to rate the customer service of their chosen installer. As described in
figure 4 below, 83% (n=43)35 thought that the service was ‘very good’ or ‘good’.

Number of households

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Very good

Good

Average

Poor

Very poor

Customer satisfaction rating

Figure 7: Customer service of chosen installer

“They were very helpful and understanding.”
Boiler upgrade

“The project management seemed to be a bit
disorganised in the week immediately before
the installation. Some of the timings were quite
last minute and no time had been allowed for
work that needed to be completed before the
insulation work could begin, which meant
builders falling over each other and time being
lost at the start of the work.”
External wall insulation

“Extremely good pre and after sales customer
service and excellent workmanship. Couldn't rate
them highly enough.”
er upgra
35

“The site manager appeared a genuine guy
who tried his utter best to get over all of the
issues that cropped up throughout the
installation process, but he certainly did not
appear to receive a lot of support from the head
office team.”
External wall insulation

“Their quotation was the lowest but I would
have gone with them if they had not been. The
organisation and teamwork I thought was
brilliant. They also listened, most building
people don't. I would have no hesitation in
recommending them.”
Boiler upgrade

52 people answered this question.
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Due to the tight deadline it was important for installers to issue paperwork promptly so that the
householder could return it in time.
63% (n=27)36 of the quotes supplied to householders varied considerably between different
installers. The project model allowed customers to obtain multiple quotations for comparison. The
outcome of this approach is competitive and promotes fair pricing which positively impacts on grant
and customer contributions.
When asked how quickly the quote was issued, 87% (n=45)37 of respondents received quotes within
a week. There was more of a time lag with invoices; 69% (n=36)=A received them on the same day as
completion or within a week. However, 16 householders had to wait over a week for their invoice.
This is interesting to note, especially given that installers knew grant payments went to the
householder first, which meant that they would be waiting longer for payment themselves.
Importantly these were manageable timescales for delivery of this project, but in order to fulfil ECO
compliance requirements, invoices or paperwork submissions will be restricted to very tight
deadlines with no room for manoeuvre at all.
The grant paperwork contained lots of information necessary to fulfil the conditions of the project
and it was also an opportunity to test the conditions of the ECO claim process. The completion
certificate included sections that the householder was required to complete (bank account details,
meter point reference numbers) and sections that the installer needed to complete (product serial
numbers, manufacturer details). Nearly all (91%, n=47)38 respondents said that the installer
completed the paperwork as requested (either going through the whole document with the
householder, or at the very least completing the installer sections). Five respondents had to chase
the installer to complete the relevant sections.
Respondents offered plentiful comments about installers, both positive and negative, with some
installers getting several special mentions for workmanship and customer service. See the appendix
for a full breakdown of these.
Grant payment
In terms of day to day administration and interaction with CSE, the following steps occurred:
General enquiries were received by phone and e-mail. These were received at various points
from application through to completion and beyond.
Processing of EPCs/GDARs in order to calculate grant allowances and generation of
paperwork.
Return of paperwork upon completion of work. Verification and in some cases chasing of
missing or inaccurate information was required. Depending on the nature of the information
either the householder or installer was chased. Examples include incorrect Meter Point
Administration Numbers/Meter Point Reference Numbers (MPAN and MPRN), missing ID,

36

43 people responded to this question.
52 people responded to this question.
38
52 people responded to this question.
37
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missing or unclear invoices, missing bank account details, missing receipt for assessment,
missing installer signature and missing product details or serial numbers.
In order to manage expectations the following timescales were set:
Confirmation of referral and sending out of brochure - within 5 working days.
Processing of EPC/GDAR and generation of grant paperwork - within 7-10 working days of
CSE receiving the EPC/GDAR from the GDAO.
Payment of grant into nominated bank account – within 21 days of receipt of correctly
completed paperwork.
In reality, all of the above administrative tasks were undertaken as soon as possible and often much
quicker than the outlined timescales.
All respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction around the following aspects of customer
service of the team at CSE, and again the responses received were very positive apart from one
respondent who was dissatisfied with how CSE dealt with their enquiry. An attempt was made to
contact the householder to find out their reason for this, but they could not be reached.

Customer service ratings for CSE
Speed at which CSE dealt with my…
How helpful CSE were in dealing with …

Very satisfied
Satisfied

Speed at which grant reached my…

Dissatisfied

Once work completed, speed at…

Very dissatisfied

Speed at which EPC or GDAR was…
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 8: Customer service ratings for CSE

Once work had been completed and paperwork returned to CSE, the grant could be paid directly to
the householder. Once the grant payment was issued, Wessex Home Improvement Loans could also
release any loan funds.
The grant was paid to the householder because the model attempted to replicate existing home
improvement scenarios between a customer and a contractor. CSE was there to act as the
administrator of the grant finance rather than as managing agent for the householder/contractor
relationship. In this way, the householder was entering into a contract with the installer which
enabled them to have a closer working relationship given the tight timescales.
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The survey asked who the householder would prefer the grant was paid to in future39:
-

82% (n=42) of respondents would prefer to be paid the grant directly.
18% (n=9) would prefer for the installer to be paid directly.

“Would have liked the installer to be paid the
grant as it may have led to them waiting for
payment rather than hassling the householder or
causing people not to go ahead.”

“None of the installers said they would wait for
the grant to be paid before they got their
payments. You have to be able to afford to pay
for the whole thing up front. You also have to
pay for the assessment up front. This doesn’t
seem fair to people who do not have the money
until they get the grant.”

39

“Me being paid the grant means I am in control
of the installer being paid and this can be done in
one go with my contribution.”

“It turned out that loads of these installers were
spread all over the country, we thought why
aren’t they based in Bristol or at least the South
West, we ended up getting someone to do it
who was based in Devon which just seems a bit
dumb.”

51 people responded to this question.
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5. Green Deal and Energy Company
Obligation (ECO) analysis
A core objective of the BHEU project was to kick start the Green Deal and ECO in the city. By its very
nature as a pilot, elements of the project were designed with the specific aim of encouraging
assessments and installations in a very tight timescale. For example, the project offered a grant for
boiler upgrades to able-to-pay households and this is not reflective of ECO policy.
Despite this, there are interesting findings, particularly around Green Deal finance, because the
project mimicked the pay-as-you-save principle. This chapter seeks to draw out the learning which
will be applicable to the Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation generally. These findings are
even more significant, given that they are based on actual properties rather than scenarios.
Green Deal finance and interest rate impact
The BHEU project provided applicants with the option of a loan through Wessex Home Improvement
Loans (WHIL)40. This finance was calculated on the ‘pay as you save’ principle that underpins the
Green Deal.
Finance through WHIL was offered at a fixed interest rate of 4% (typical 5.2% APR). Calculations
worked on the basis of a 12 year repayment for boilers, with 15 years for solid wall insulation (this
was the longest acceptable term).
In April 2013 the Green Deal Finance Company confirmed that it would offer an initial interest rate
for Green Deal Plans of 6.96% per annum. It is worth bearing in mind that in reality this rate can be
higher. Each Green Deal Plan will also have a set up charge of £63 and an annual operating charge of
£20. Green Deal Finance will be calculated on the basis of 12 years for boilers and 25 years for solid
wall insulation.
This section summarises the impact that the interest rate (and in the case of solid wall insulation, a
25 year repayment period) has on the Green Deal finance offer, utilising real experience obtained
through BHEU.
Boiler upgrade
Boilers are particularly interesting in the context of Green Deal finance as they will not attract grant
funding under ECO (unless the householder falls into the category of Affordable Warmth). This
means that the amount of available finance will be important if the customer is unable to fund the
work through their own means. Analysis of pay-as-you-save finance at 6.96% for the 122 able-to-pay
households where a heating upgrade was completed reveals that:
-

100 would have had a shortfall between the amount of finance offered and the total
cost of the work. The average contribution of finance at this rate would be 66% leaving
an average shortfall of 44% to be funded by the householder.

40

See chapter 8 (pay-as-you-save and Wessex Home Improvement Loans) for further analysis of this.
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-

22 would have had no upfront cost, i.e. the Green Deal finance would have fully covered
the cost of the work.

Figure 9 below shows the percentage of the total cost that would have been covered by a loan at 4%
interest (as per the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade), and at 6.96% (the rate outlined by the Green Deal
Finance Company).
40
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Figure 9: Percentage of total cost covered by finance

Solid wall insulation
Funding for solid wall insulation is more complex as this improvement typically falls short of meeting
the Golden Rule and so will attract a mixture of Green Deal finance alongside ECO funding41.
Analysis of pay-as-you-save finance at both 4% and 6.96% over 25 years for the 23 properties where
external wall insulation was completed reveals that:
-

At 4% interest, the loan would have contributed between 11 and 42% of the total cost.
The average contribution of finance at this rate would be 25%.
At 6.96% interest, the loan would have contributed between 8 and 31% of the total cost.
The average contribution of finance at this rate would be 18%.

Figure 10 overleaf shows the percentage of the total cost that would have been covered by a loan at
4% interest (as per the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade), and at 6.96% (the rate outlined by the Green
Deal Finance Company), both calculated over the 25 year term that will be applicable under the
Green Deal.

41

The majority of solid wall insulation is expected to be delivered via the Carbon Emission Reduction
Obligation (CERO) which is just one element of ECO, and sits alongside the Carbon Saving Communities
Obligation (CSCO) and the Home Heating Cost Reduction Obligation (HHCRO – we, and many others, refer to
this as Affordable Warmth).
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Figure 10: Proportion of total cost covered by finance at 4% and 6.96% interest.

Below is a small selection of households that installed external wall insulation. These have been
selected due to the varying cost of work (reflecting customer choice in installer and products used),
property type and existing insulation levels and so demonstrate the diversity of applications. These
also show the full range of the proportion of cost covered by finance, example B attracting a very
small amount of finance (5-8%), with example A attracting the most (21-30%).
Solid wall insulation: example A
1900-1929
Semi-detached bungalow, solid brick
Existing heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from solid wall insulation*
Estimated carbon savings from solid wall insulation*
Total cost of work
U-value achieved
Area insulated
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 4% over 25 years
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96% over 25
years
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Floor area 104m²
2 bedrooms
Gas central heating
Programmer, TRVs, bypass
Walls: as built, no insulation
(assumed)
Roof: 250mm insulation
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
E (47)
D (62)
£237.85 per year
1.4 tonnes CO₂ per year
£9,035.25
0.3
97m²
42%
31%
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Solid wall insulation: example B
Pre 1900
End-terrace, solid brick
Existing heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from solid wall insulation*
Estimated carbon savings from solid wall insulation*
Total cost of work
U value-achieved
Area insulated
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 4% over 25
years
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96% over 25
years
Solid wall insulation: example C
Pre 1900
Detached house, solid stone
Existing heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from solid wall insulation*
Estimated carbon savings from solid wall insulation*
Total cost of work
U value achieved
Area insulated
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 4%
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96%
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Floor area 119m²
3 bedrooms
Gas central heating
Programmer, room thermostat, TRVs
Walls: as built, no insulation (assumed)
Roof room: insulated (assumed)
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
D (65)
C (72)
£125.29 per year
0.7 tonnes CO₂ per year
£18,674.34
0.295
92m²
11%
8%

Floor area 68m²
3 bedrooms
Gas central heating
Programmer, room thermostat, TRVs
Walls: as built, no insulation (assumed)
Roof: 150mm insulation
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
F (38)
E (54)
£212.25 per year
1.2 tonnes CO₂ per year
£12,402.56
0.3
181m²
27%
20%
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Hybrid wall insulation – a limitation of the pilot
Many householders on the project wanted to install a mixture of internal and external solid wall
insulation, known as hybrid systems, particularly in light of planning considerations, the tight
deadline the project imposed, as well as individuals not wanting to alter the front of their homes
for aesthetic reasons. This brought about a number of challenges.
From a funding perspective, in the absence of signed off software solutions for use in ECO it was
not possible to calculate the carbon and fuel bill savings for a mixture of internal and external solid
wall insulation. There was also a lack of clarity around installers as hybrid wall insulation is
accredited separately under Annex N of PAS 2030, suggesting that an installer accredited for either
internal and/or external wall insulation alone would need to demonstrate further competence in
this area. At the time we were only aware of one installer that held this accreditation in the UK, and
a further issue was that hybrid wall insulation is not readily searchable via the Green Deal Oversight
& Registration Body website.
These factors combined meant that households were only able to insulate 100% of the property
internally or externally.
The issue of scoring a hybrid system through ECO was still ongoing at the time of writing.
The gap left to fill by Energy Company Obligation (ECO) funding: solid wall insulation

When considering the hole left for ECO funding to fill, the average ‘contribution gap’ for
householders who completed work through this project was 82% (assuming they had been
offered Green Deal finance at 6.96%). The smallest contribution required of ECO was 69%, and the
highest was 92%.
It is important to bear in mind the following:
-

-

This figure is based on a small sample of properties.
The householder led model allowed for choice of installer and product used. Three
households (including example B above) decided on an external wall insulation system
that delivered a U value of less than 0.342, thereby exceeding Building Regulations. These
systems often come at a cost premium.
Interest rates are indicative and may be higher under the Green Deal – an allowance
should also be made for arrangement costs and annual fees.
Solid wall insulation may be installed as part of a package of measures which may have
an impact on the Green Deal finance and ECO offer.

42

The lower the U value, the better.
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Packages of measures – a limitation of the pilot
Unfortunately, the BHEU project was unable to accommodate packages of measures, with the
main restriction being the pilot nature of the project and the tight timescales. At the time,
approved ECO scoring software was unavailable to enable calculations to be made and there was
a lack of definitive guidance from Ofgem. The project went live at a time when installer
accreditation was in its infancy, and as such there were either very few or no accredited
installers for measures such as flat roof and floor insulation.

Despite the cautionary notes above, with the rate of ECO funding driven by the industry (albeit with
initial levels set in the DECC Impact Assessment43), this does raise questions about managing
customer expectations in an emerging marketplace.
There is very limited information available about current offers, and this is partly because it is
difficult to give an average contribution when funding calculations are so specific to each property.
However, from the information that is available, it seems very unlikely that ECO contributions for
mains gas heated properties will be in the region of the 82% average identified above (and are more
likely to be around 50%).
We are already seeing specific targeting of households where the primary heating fuel is electricity
or coal in order to realise the potential CO₂ savings by offering a solid wall insulation system for free.
Whilst this cherry picking might sustain the industry in the short term, it does not provide a long
term solution to the huge number of hard-to-treat properties across the UK.
Furthermore this may frustrate households, particularly those who are already engaged with energy
efficiency and may have been disappointed by previous policies that delivered savings via ‘easy wins’
such as loft and cavity wall insulation.
Managing expectations: EPC indicators
EPCs produced since April 2012 indicate which recommended measures might be available under
the Green Deal, with a colour coded tick displayed against each.
A green tick means that a measure is likely to be fully financed through the Green Deal
since the cost of the measures should be covered by the energy they save.
An orange tick warns the householder that they may need to contribute some payment upfront as the cost of measures will not be fully financed by the Green Deal.
The EPC indicators have been analysed to see how they compare to the actual cost of work and the
maximum finance available.

43

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/42984/5533-final-stageimpact-assessment-for-the-green-deal-a.pdf
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For completed boiler upgrades, when comparing the total cost of the work to the maximum loan
available:
At 4% interest: boiler upgrades
The coloured tick system was a true representation for 75% (n=92) of householders.
In 24% (n=29) of cases, orange ticks were present on the EPC, but in reality the maximum loan
would have fully financed the work.
In one case, a green tick was present when in reality the loan would have covered only 94% of
the total cost.

At 6.96% interest: boiler upgrades
The coloured tick system was a true representation for 86% (n=106) of householders.
In 11% (n=14) of cases, orange ticks were present on the EPC, but in reality the maximum loan
would have fully financed the work.
In two cases, a green tick was present when in reality the loan would only have covered 86% and
81% of the total cost.
For boiler upgrades, it is reassuring to note that on the whole the EPCs do seem to tally with the
reality for this small sample of properties. Even where the coloured tick was not accurate, in the vast
majority of cases the outcome was more favourable, i.e. the finance would have fully funded the
work. In just three cases the householder would potentially be let down by receiving a finance offer
that didn’t reflect the cost of the improvement.
For all 23 households that had solid wall insulation installed, a green tick was present on the EPC,
suggesting that the measure is likely to be fully financed. This assumes that ECO will fill the gap
between the Green Deal finance and the total cost of the work. However, as the analysis above
shows, ECO would need to provide on average 82% of costs in order to meet this expectation.
Before the Green Deal and ECO launched, a widely held perception (rightly or wrongly) was that ECO
would fill the gap. Whether this had been misinterpreted or not, there is undoubtedly a mismatch
here between householder expectation and the reality of the funding situation. In future, it would
help if from the very outset it was made clear that:
1. Green Deal finance will offer a loan based contribution based on expected fuel bill savings
2. ECO will provide a grant to subsidise the cost of measures
3. It is likely that householders will need to find the remainder through savings or another source of
credit.
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As ECO develops, it may become more feasible to fully fund works using a mixture of Green Deal
finance and ECO but in the interim it seems wise to manage householder expectations by using the
above message and marking with an orange tick on EPCs.
Provided the tick system on EPCs is utilised and well explained, this could be an effective tool for
managing customer expectations.
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) funding: Affordable Warmth
In total, 12 households who received funding for a heating system upgrade were Affordable Warmth
eligible.
In principal, Affordable Warmth households should be able to access fully subsidised measures
under ECO, and theoretically this could be any measure which results in a reduction in the notional
heating costs to the household. However, it is recognised that the bulk of measures installed under
the Affordable Warmth Obligation will be loft insulation, cavity wall insulation, and heating systems.
Affordable Warmth funding is calculated on fuel bill savings, and it soon became apparent that by
replicating expected ECO rates, none of the householders who were applying through the project
would be able to access anywhere close to fully funded heating improvements. The shortfall ranged
from 68% to 94%.
In order to ensure that these households were fairly supported, a decision was made to offer a
standard maximum grant which enabled all 12 to proceed to installation. Of these, ten were fully
funded and two had a shortfall but were still able to go ahead.
It should be noted that any Affordable Warmth households who had a broken heating system were
signposted to Warm Front. If they had enquired already through Warm Front and been told that
they were ineligible for Warm Front, they were allowed to apply to the project. This was because
both Warm Front and the BHEU project received funding from central government and it was not
appropriate to duplicate applications in this way.
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6. Community group involvement
Bristol has a large network of community groups, and community energy is particularly well
represented. The BHEU project sought to stimulate the interest and enthusiasm of these groups to
get them to engage with individual householders to inform them about the project and encourage
them to apply. In doing so, the project aimed to convert expressions of interest into actual
applications, that would eventually trigger a payment to the community group should the
householder proceed to installation.
This chapter shows the important role that community groups played within the BHEU project,
summarising their involvement and suggesting ways that future projects might build on the
successes and learn from the failures.
To support their activities, funding was available to pay the groups for each referral that resulted in a
completed installation. Registered groups received £150 payment for each referral that led to a
completed installation, with a maximum payment award for any one group capped at £1,500.
Registration
In order to track referrals and evaluate their involvement, community groups were invited to
register and places were offered on a first come, first served basis, limited to 10 groups. Upon
expressing an interest, groups were sent an agreement which explained:
Role of CSE
Role of the community group
Referral process
Claims process
Payments
Monitoring and evaluation
Code of conduct (data protection etc)
Changes to process or termination
Once the agreement was signed and returned, the group could start to generate applications from
the community using the referral form provided (see appendix).
The payment reward was viewed as an incentive to participate, and a good opportunity to help
generate funds to support their activities. Many would have participated without the financial
incentive provided that the project was a good match with a group’s aims and ethos.
Referral process
Applications could only be accepted via a signed paper form to ensure that the householder’s
consent had been obtained for their details to be passed through to CSE. Full customer details were
needed to make an application, including a customer signature. At this point the householder had
not committed to the scheme and the form was viewed as an expression of interest. However, a
signature was required if the group wished for the referral to generate payment at the end of the
process.
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The paper form was also important to ensure that referrals were accurately attributed to the groups,
as information about where someone heard about the project is often lost in translation if a
telephone application is made. For example, if the householder first read about the project in the
newspaper, and then spoke to a local community group, the community group involvement could
have been missed when the customer application was logged.
The community group was responsible for informing the householder that their details would be
sent to CSE. In addition they notified the customer that they would receive written confirmation of
their application, together with the BHEU information brochure which gave full details of the scheme
and how to qualify for funding. Referral forms were delivered to CSE by hand or by post. Groups
were encouraged to send forms weekly wherever possible to avoid delays to the householder.
How could this process be improved?
- It is recognised that requiring referrals to be submitted in paper form was limiting,
especially with such a tight timescale for work to be completed. It was also challenging for
groups to return forms in order for householders to qualify for one of the 100 free
assessments.
-

The short lead time to project launch meant that the referral process was very much
guided by similar earlier projects managed by CSE, such as Warm Streets Communities,
which also paid groups for referrals. With more time been available to refine this process,
a more efficient system could have been put in place to allow greater flexibility in how
referrals (and expressions of interests) were logged and tracked by both groups and CSE.
Feedback from groups suggested that they did not want to be limited to either an
electronic or paper system exclusively.

-

Greater clarity with the details to be captured (and consents obtained) where a
landlord/tenant arrangement occurs.

Registered groups
In total, nine groups returned a signed agreement:
Bedminster Energy Group
Bristol Energy Network
Bristol Green Doors
Bristol Power Co-op
Easton Energy Group
Green Community Warmth
Re:work
St Werburghs Community Association
Transition Montpelier
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Applications to Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
In total, 55 applications to the project were generated by six of the community groups. Three groups
did not make any referrals, but this does not necessarily translate to a lack of activity.
Groups publicised the project in the following ways:
Email to their contacts
Website
Newsletter
Face to face at events and meetings
One group also planned to make posters but ran out of time. Another group started collecting the
details of interested householders before the project launched. Some groups viewed their role as
informing people about the scheme, and then getting the householder to do the rest, whilst others
went as far as completing and submitting the form on the householder’s behalf.
One group that did not generate any applications used a system whereby the householder sent the
form back to CSE directly, rather than via the group. They had not received any feedback from the
people they spoke to and so did not know how many followed through on this.

Applications to the project by
community group
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Figure 11: Applications from community groups

Only one referral was made for an Affordable Warmth44 household. When asked what role they
thought their group could play in finding and supporting Affordable Warmth eligible households in
future, some requested more information about ECO, and others admitted that they haven’t really
thought about how they would respond to this yet. Affordable Warmth is also less relevant for some
groups where the focus is on more substantial retrofit projects that are often heavily funded by the
householder.
In terms of limiting factors, the short timescale was obviously an issue when it came to generating
more referrals, and specifically referrals that were more likely to result in a successful installation.
44

Generally Affordable Warmth is defined as a householder more vulnerable or on a low income. Eligibility is
established where the household is in receipt of a qualifying benefit such as Pension Credit.
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More time would have allowed the group members to become more familiar with the project, which
would have filtered through to those they interacted with. Feedback from groups suggests that
referral rates could also have been higher had a combination of internal and external wall insulation,
or partial house insulation, been permitted; but this was just not possible at the time.
How could we improve this?
Given more time, and provided it could be funded, the following would add real value and
strengthen relationships with community groups:
-

-

-

Run a training session to cover the basics of the scheme, ensuring a consistent message
across all groups. Groups were generally happy to refer householders on to CSE for anything
more complex.
For a project with longer timescales, tracking progress from both ends (i.e. delivery partner
and community group) would allow groups to follow up on leads and re-contact people to
see if there were particular barriers stopping them from making an application.
Greater awareness of the Energy Company Obligation more generally, but especially
Affordable Warmth eligibility and advice about the practical ways in which volunteers can
support an Affordable Warmth household throughout the entire process, rather than just
the application stage.

Most community groups are purely voluntary endeavours relying on a finite amount of time that
members can give around paid work and personal commitments. Therefore, successful
partnering with community groups is not necessarily easily solved by simply providing more
funding.

Conversion of applications to assessments
Of the 55 applications generated by groups, 17 of these proceeded to the next stage and an
assessment was completed (either an EPC or a Green Deal Advice Report), figure 8 overleaf shows
the breakdown of these by group, along with whether the householder paid for the assessment or
received it free. This represents a conversion rate of 31%. This is down on the 55% conversion rate
for the project as a whole, but is nonetheless excellent and especially pleasing given that the
householders referred by community groups had less interaction with the team at CSE. With more
time and resource available, follow up calls to these applicants to fill in any gaps in their
understanding of how the project worked and to address any questions and concerns could have
helped to push this rate up.
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Conversion of application to
assessment by community group
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Figure 12: Assessments from community group referrals

Conversion of applications to installations
Of these 17 completed assessments, 11 households proceeded to install an energy efficiency
improvement through the project. This can be broken down into five heating system upgrades, and
six properties benefitting from external wall insulation. This gives an overall conversion rate of 20%
(i.e. from application to installation) for the referrals received via community groups. Although this is
down on the overall conversion rate for the project (37%), for a relatively small sample this is an
excellent outcome.

Completed installations by group
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Figure 13: Installs from community group referrals

It is important to note that a number of the referrals received were from existing members of
community groups. Three of the eleven households that completed external wall insulation were
particularly active members (e.g. founder, treasurer) of the groups. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that there is already a high level of awareness of energy efficiency improvements amongst this
group, and that a number were waiting for a project such as BHEU project to come along in order to
help fund improvements that they had already highlighted, or previously investigated, as being
suitable for their property.
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Bedminster Energy Group: community outreach pilot
Bedminster Energy Group also participated in a community energy outreach pilot with CSE. This
was part of a national programme led by Groundwork UK and funded by the Department for
Energy and Climate Change to test how outreach within a community could lead to greater
interest and uptake of energy efficiency measures. This was a separately funded project which
ran in parallel to the BHEU project.
A number of different approaches were tested to see how Bedminster Energy Group's activity
could lead to greater interest in energy efficiency within greater Bedminster - in particular,
interest in and take-up of the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade. Greater Brislington, an area with
similar housing profiles but no existing community energy group, was used as a comparison for
the number of enquiries to CSE's energy advice line and the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade.
Bedminster Energy Group ran a series of events in the community including a stall at the local
Sunday farmers' markets, a film night showing ‘Transition 2.0’, a stand at the local City Farm,
and an evening for potential new members to meet Bedminster Energy Group and chat about
their activity in Bedminster - resulting in a doubling of members within the community group.
Events, the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade and advice line were promoted through leaflets
delivered throughout the local community, posters in local businesses and community buildings,
and letters sent to the groups' existing contacts.
While Bedminster Energy Group took action with on-the-ground community engagement, CSE
supported the group with training about the Green Deal, ECO and the Bristol Home Energy
Upgrade. Other areas of CSE support included production of leaflets and other engagement
materials, funding an overhaul of their website, help with the hire of event spaces and reporting
their activity and monitoring enquiries to the BHEU project and the advice line.
The impact of community group engagement
During the lifetime of the project, there were:
39% more calls to CSE’s advice line from Bedminster residents (145), compared to
Brislington (104).
40% more residents were referred to the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade from
Bedminster (73) compared to Brislington (51). Bedminster residents were directly
referred through questionnaires completed by Bedminster Energy Group, and 14 of
these people went on to access the scheme.
This small pilot study showed the benefits of working with an existing community group to
promote an energy efficiency scheme. The group was already known in the area and had
knowledge of the local people and the types of homes they lived in.
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7. Marketing
Introduction
This section provides details of the range of marketing initiatives undertaken by Bristol City Council
and CSE’s Home Energy Team as well as some marketing by installers. It also explores the potential
strategies for marketing future low carbon schemes in the city from a Green Deal/ECO perspective.
Marketing the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
When contacting the Home Energy Team, householders were asked where they had heard about the
project. Figure 10 below shows the range of referral sources. ‘Local authority’ (Bristol City Council)
had over 100 referrals, with ‘other 3rd party referral’ having 75, of which 55 were from local
community groups (see section 6: Community group analysis).

Number of householders
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Figure 14: Analysis of referral source

Marketing by Bristol City Council
Bristol City Council did the majority of the marketing of the project, although there was no actual
marketing budget. Initially (about 6 weeks before launch) a webpage was set up on the council’s
website inviting people who may be interested in the project to leave their details.
Table 3: Initial interest

Total number of people who registered an interest
Conversion rate (%)

151
25%

In total, 151 contact details were supplied to CSE and of these 25% went on to make an actual
application to the project. This showed that there were a number of people who were engaged with
the project even though there was little information to give them at the time of registering their
interest.
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On the day of the project’s launch (3 December 2013), there was a press release with quotes from
Mayor George Ferguson and Phillip Morris from CSE. This subsequently featured in the Bristol
Evening Post. The project was also featured on the morning drive-time show on BBC Radio Bristol.
Web addresses and telephone numbers were given out with these features.
The press release and link to the registration form was disseminated via emails and presentations
given at the time. It was also picked up and promoted in the local newspapers and press as seen on
the ‘This Is Bristol’ website: www.thisisbristol.co.uk/Insulation-grants-residents/story-16954269detail/story.html#axzz2UgNnx9lf
Whilst there was no actual marketing budget, Bristol City Council was able to utilise existing media
channels and other networks to market the project. In addition to the press release and Mayoral
launch, a feature on the scheme was placed on the front page of the BCC website and staff intranet.
Information was also provided to the public through customer service points and the city libraries.
The council used a variety of its business, professional and public networks to publicise the scheme
as widely as possible.
Social networking was used extensively: Community energy groups were encouraged to share
information about the scheme with their contacts, staff at Bristol City Council were asked to do the
same and information about the scheme was spread using Bristol City Council’s twitter accounts.
There was a webpage set up with details of the scheme, frequently asked questions and information
about how to apply.
Marketing of the solid wall insulation strand of the project only lasted 3 weeks. This was due to the
limited number of installers who were accredited and registered to complete works45 and the
relatively high level of interest in this technology, combined with tight delivery timescales46, for the
overall project. The number of installations that were completed suggests that the marketing
strategy worked, and would have resulted in more installations had there been a greater choice of
installers from the outset or the artificial deadlines were removed.
At the start of February 2013 there was a second smaller-scale press release aimed at drawing more
people in to receive heating upgrades, and an advert was placed in ‘Landlord News’, a quarterly
newsletter that goes out to 5,000 private landlords, in an attempt to attract more Affordable
Warmth customers.
Marketing by the Home Energy Team
Marketing by the Home Energy Team was limited, firstly because there was no budget to do this and
secondly because the Bristol City Council marketing was extensive and far reaching. Below is a list of
the marketing activity carried out:
A project profile page on the CSE website (stakeholder focused)
Added the grant details to the grant page of CSE’s advice website (customer focused)
CSE enews describing the project and its aims sent to stakeholder/partners
Sent out a mirrored Bristol City Council press release to CSE’s press list
Sent a communication about the project to CSE community group network
45
46

One when the scheme was first advertised
Originally the end of March 2013
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Sent a communication brief to the Advice Centres for Avon (ACFA) network (BDAC, CAB, etc)
Promoted through CSE’s BBC Radio and TV contacts
Emails to relevant customers from the CSE advice database
Promotion to installers/assessors
Installer/assessor ‘register an interest and support’ pages on CSE’s website
Promotion through CSE’s friends and family working in large Bristol organisations (Bristol
University, UWE, MOD, Sustrans, BBC etc)
Promotion though CSE and the Home Energy Team twitter accounts
These different marketing strands proved successful in attracting householders to apply to the
project. By the end of December, restrictions were placed on applications to the project for solid
wall insulation because the householder to solid wall installer ratio had reached saturation point.
The Affordable Warmth group of householders who applied to the project were just under 3% of the
total number of applications.
Reaching Affordable Warmth customers
The Affordable Warmth customer group is very specific and strictly defined. Consequently a limited
number of householders qualified for this stream of funding. The majority of those householders
who contacted the Home Energy Team thinking that they qualified did not; primarily because they
were not in receipt of one of the defined qualifying benefits. The following areas could be
considered in order to increase the take up of future projects and offers:
Integrating local advice services like Age UK and Job Centre Plus to help with engagement
and a better understanding of what is available to householders.
Providing training for local advice centres to help demonstrate the link between energy
awareness and fuel poverty.
Develop a greater awareness within local community groups of the Affordable Warmth
criteria so that they can better reach eligible households.

Marketing by installers
Installer marketing was limited, partly because the project’s installer base was limited and the
installers were very busy with enquiries they were receiving from householders who had already
applied via an alternative source. Two heating installers actively marketed their involvement with
the project
Gregor Heating sent out their own press release to The Post, Bristol Business News and
Insider South West.
AP Electrical and Renewable Energy placed an advert in a local newspaper.

How to market future low carbon schemes in the city
It is generally believed that barriers – such as upfront costs, lack of trust in installers, uncertainties
about how much energy bills will fall as a result of installing an energy saving improvement –
prevent householders from undertaking energy saving improvements.
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The Green Deal is the Government’s flagship policy for improving the energy efficiency of buildings
in Great Britain. Research into the main attractions of the Green Deal highlight: lower energy bills, a
warmer home, a more comfortable home, not wasting energy and environmental impact. Whilst less
attractive features were the cost of the improvements and uncertainty about these costs being
attached to the energy bill of the property. A third of those surveyed had a preference to pay the
cost upfront rather than spreading it over time47.
Marketing of future Green Deal and ECO schemes within the city will need to move away from the
‘one size fits all’ approach (e.g. free insulation) and focus on the individual aspects of what makes
the Green Deal attractive. The use of trigger points in marketing campaigns will also be useful to
help attract those householders looking to make improvements to their homes.
Other reasons given for householders not doing more to make their home more energy efficient
were lack of money, already doing enough, too much hassle or disruption and a lack of time.
Encouragement to make homes more efficient would be effective if it led to a reduction of costs; the
availability of a grant or subsidy; if there was convincing evidence that the measure would make
their homes warmer and cheaper to heat; receiving information from a trusted source on how to
reduce energy48.
Previous CSE schemes
CSE has managed a number of insulation schemes for the Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT)
and ECO. Marketing of the CERT schemes consisted mainly of low cost marketing due to limited
budgets and included campaigns such as mail outs, articles and advertisements in local papers and
magazines as well as using local authority and NHS endorsement to promote them. CERT schemes
were focussed on loft and cavity wall insulation and, whilst still a challenge to reach householders, it
was a relatively simple message. Green Deal and ECO offer a ‘whole house’ approach to energy
saving improvements and this creates a challenge for structuring a definitive marketing strategy.
Previous schemes at CSE also included a significant contribution by local, well established
community groups who would market the scheme in their local area by organising events,
distributing leaflets and posters and door-to-door knocking.
Trigger points
Targeting attractive Green Deal and ECO schemes at homeowners planning to renovate their
kitchens, bathrooms and living spaces is an important way to improve energy efficiency in homes49.
The perceived need for an energy saving improvement triggered people’s response for taking out a
Green Deal. Packages of measures were also popular that included boiler upgrades rather than less
familiar measures like solid wall insulation and under floor insulation50.

47

Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2011a. Understanding potential consumer response to the Green
Deal, London: s.n.
48

Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2011a. Understanding potential consumer response to the Green
Deal, London: s.n.
49
Low Carbon Housing Retrofit, 2011. The Missing Quarter – integrating behaviour change in low carbon
housing retrofit, Manchester: LCEA Behaviour Change Retrofit Group.
50
See reference 40.
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Solutions to the barriers of marketing low carbon schemes
It’s all very well advertising schemes to householders using ‘grant schemes’, ‘free boilers’ or
‘significant discounts’. These can be used as ‘hooks’ to encourage the householder to find out more
about the scheme initially, but Green Deal/ECO schemes are complicated to explain and could
potentially put the customer off once they understand what is involved (e.g. arranging a Green Deal
assessment, finding Green Deal installers, overseeing the installation and setting up finance
agreements). Dedicated energy advice organisations are best placed to communicate future low
carbon schemes in a concise way that engage with householders and encourages uptake. This
requires experienced, knowledgeable staff who are able to help householders navigate a complex
‘journey’.

BHEU survey results: When asked if the project was well explained during the initial call, 66% (n=35)
agreed that it was. A further 32% (n=17) agreed with this sentiment, but also wanted to wait until
they received the brochure to digest it fully.

Further recommendations include creating a central, neutral brand to build trust and understanding
and articulate the fact that the scheme is new, different and Government (or local authority) backed
with collaboration between other trusted organisations (advice organisations, community groups,
NHS, etc.)51
Vulnerable households have historically been hard to reach through marketing campaigns and it will
be no different with future schemes within the city. Overcoming objections will be necessary if
vulnerable households are to be reached. “My situation isn’t that bad. I can cope...” and “I wouldn’t
be entitled to it anyway,” are statements that are frequently expressed by many vulnerable
householders. Trusted sources (e.g. local authority, advice organisations) will play a vital role in
reaching this group of householders in order to overcome these types of objections and
preconceptions.
What follows are points raised by householders that they find less attractive about low carbon
schemes: Disruption, installer issues and convincing evidence the improvements will work and
information from trusted sources and finances and strategies for resolving these.
Disruption, installer issues and will the improvements work?
Importance is placed by householders on managing costs, having reliable installers and a hassle-free
renovation. Contractor reliability and minimising disruption to domestic life are significant factors
within this context. Householders who decide go ahead with a renovation and have this experience,
are more likely to consider additional energy saving improvements in the future. The challenges for
service providers and policy makers in the Green Deal market will be to ‘sell or package energy
saving improvements as a solution to the trials and tribulations of domestic life which is what really
matters to householders’52.
51

Behaviour Change, 2012. Green Deal Network: A summary of our work on consumer demand, London:
Behaviour Change.
52
Chryssochoidis, G., 2013. An easier life at home? 'Selling' the Green Deal to UK households, London: UK
Energy Research Centre.
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The disruption issue could be alleviated by future schemes using case studies as methods of
informing householders. Case study factsheets available as downloads from websites, recorded
interviews and short films are all ways that householders could find out more. The use of case
studies would work particularly well with solid wall insulation schemes; this is a relatively new
improvement householders could make and one that causes significant amounts of concern. Giving
householders the chance to research the improvements before deciding to go ahead, could mean
there is the possibility that conversion rates on a scheme will be increased.
Having local energy advice services will also help to alleviate householders concerns with disruption,
installers and evidence of the improvements working. Comprehensive and impartial energy advice
service provision can offer relevant information to householders, as well as signposting to the local
authority and local community groups. The use of community based websites like
www.ourgreendeal.net will play a key role in helping householders engage with energy saving
improvement schemes, alongside a forum for interaction with other householders who have had
similar energy saving improvements. Our Green Deal will allow householders to rate the services of
local Green Deal installers and GDAOs. This monitoring and feedback will assist with the
development and improvement of customer service requirements within these organisations.
The ‘open home’ approach is also an excellent opportunity for customers to realise the reality of an
installation. Householders who are already engaged with schemes or have completed an installation
could be asked to open their homes so that others can see what the levels of disruption are really
like, and talk to someone like them who has taken the next step. Availability and scale within this
approach is an important aspect of normalising retrofit installations.
Information from trusted sources
Any energy saving improvement schemes are unlikely to achieve their aims without positively
engaging with householders and understanding their needs. No single organisation is likely to
succeed in delivering the behaviour change component of a retrofit scheme. Neighbourhood
partnerships are key to achieving take up by larger numbers of householders. Community based
working is likely to be more effective than relying on large scale campaigns, as messages can be
made relevant to the target audience and will benefit from peer to peer influences53.
Community based working could be between energy companies, local authorities, advice
organisations and local community groups. Experience shows that householders want information
about energy reduction from a trusted source. The local authority or an impartial advice service
should provide information to the householder about the realities of energy saving improvements
and community groups could provide positive intervention messages. Low Carbon Housing Retrofit
(2011) explores the idea of community groups recruiting ‘Neighbourhood Champions’ who continue
to emphasise the advantages to the householder throughout the programme. Advantages could
include financial savings, non-cash rewards and ‘feel good’ factors from collective working.
Expanding this, trusted services could use an established open homes network across the city to
provide further support for householder concerns.

53

Low Carbon Housing Retrofit, 2011. The Missing Quarter – integrating behaviour change in low carbon
housing retrofit, Manchester: LCEA Behaviour Change Retrofit Group.
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Finance
One of the difficult aspects of any future energy saving improvement scheme is the difficulty of
‘selling’ the loan to the householder especially when the improvement meets the ‘Golden Rule’,
therefore providing no ECO subsidy. Research suggests that Green Deal finance is often seen as
personal debt rather than the charge being tied to the property and passed on to new owners when
existing owners move on, with many householders uncomfortable taking on repayments on their
energy bills over a long period of time54.
It will take time for householders to realise that the grant subsidies of the past are gone and the
Green Deal is the proposed method of financing energy saving improvements. A key point to
communicate to householders is that as fuel bills rise, householders will see increasing levels of
savings over time.
It had been identified55 that lack of upfront costs would be a significant motivating factor for
householders to take up Green Deal offerings. Experience with the BHEU project identified that ECO
subsidy and Green Deal finance alone would not cover the cost of work in many cases (particularly
solid wall insulation) and that householders would still need to fund a proportion of the
improvement themselves (mortgage, bank loan etc.). This adds another layer of complexity when it
comes to marketing solid wall insulation schemes. Key messages to counteract this problem should
focus on the benefits of the improvement, the increased comfort levels within the home, and
significant future fuel bills savings.
Conclusion
It is evident that marketing low carbon schemes within Bristol will be challenging and require the
collaboration of different organisations to encourage the take up of energy saving improvements.
Marketing campaigns, whether low cost or high cost will need to ensure that messages are tailored
toward ‘target’ householder types. The use of trigger points will be important when designing
marketing campaigns such as targeting householders who are already thinking about making a home
improvement and tying this in with building the capacities of trusted sources (e.g. community
groups) to support and reinforce the decisions households make. Marketing to householders will
need to be tailored to the specifics of the individual and their community; this is imperative when
dealing with vulnerable households. Marketing also needs to ensure that better information,
education and awareness is conveyed right from the outset of any future low carbon schemes.

54
55

See reference 40.
See reference 40.
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8. Pay-as-you-save finance and Wessex
Home Improvement Loans
Wessex Home Improvement Loans (WHIL)56 already work closely with Bristol City Council to provide
homeowners with finance for essential maintenance and improvement works, specifically to those
who cannot afford to get the work done.
In a departure from the standard finance offered and in an attempt to test the principles behind
Green Deal finance, Wessex Home Improvement Loans partnered with Bristol City Council and CSE
to offer loans based on the pay-as-you-save principle.
What is pay-as-you-save?
In a nutshell, pay-as-you-save means that the loan amount and repayments are linked to the
expected savings that a typical household will make on their fuel bills as a result of having an
energy efficiency improvement installed.
Conventional WHIL have eligibility criteria attached to align with the aim of providing support to
those on lower incomes. However, through the BHEU project, these criteria were not applied and to
make an application it was sufficient simply to be a scheme applicant. Once the householder had
been given more details and decided that they would like to pursue the pay-as-you-save finance
option, an advisor from WHIL visited them in their home to carry out a financial assessment and
complete paperwork.
The key differences between Green Deal Finance and the loans offered via the BHEU project were:
Repayments are made directly to the loan provider, unlike Green Deal finance which will be
repaid through electricity bills. Many thought that the WHIL would be attached to the meter,
and two households wanted to wait until Green Deal finance was available to make use of
this facility.
Finance was offered at a fixed interest rate of 4% (typical 5.2% APR). In April 2013, the Green
Deal Finance Company confirmed an initial interest rate for Green Deal Plans of 6.96% per
annum57.
The maximum loan terms for heating improvements was 12 years as per the Green Deal
(with 15 years for solid wall insulation58), but could be less if requested by the householder.
Monthly repayments were then adjusted accordingly.

56

Wessex Home Improvement Loans is a Community Development Finance Institution (CDFI), established as a
‘not for private profit’ organisation in 2002. For more information visit: http://www.wrcic.org.uk
57
See http://www.thegreendealfinancecompany.com/ - Green Deal Plans will also be subject to a set up
charge of £63 and an annual operating charge of £20. Interest rates offered will vary between Green Deal
Providers although they all must offer a fixed rate.
58
This 15 year limit was at the request of the council - under the Green Deal, for solid wall insulation the loan
term will be 25 years.
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Householders are able to make overpayments on their loan with no penalties imposed.
Nearly all of the householders who enquired about a loan asked about the facility to
overpay. Green Deal Plans can be paid off early, but Green Deal Providers may charge a fee
for this.

Analysis of loan take up
In summary:

25 householders took out a loan via WHIL.
21 properties were owner occupied, four were privately rented.
all loans administered were for heating system improvements.
three householders interested in solid wall insulation had an assessment but did not
proceed.
seven householders interested in boiler upgrades had an assessment but did not proceed.
one householder was declined due to credit issues.

the total amount loaned was £27,457.19; this gives an average loan amount of £1,098.29
per property.
the largest loan was £1,680.
the smallest loan was £195.
At the outset WHIL did not expect to administer many loans at all (possibly 5 – 10 maximum) due to
the pilot nature of the project, the tight timescales and the added complexity of the pay-as-you-save
message in comparison to a standard loan. To achieve 25 surpassed their expectations.
Difference between maximum loan offered and actual loan amount
Eight households took out a loan and did not deviate from the pay-as-you-save principle, i.e. they
took out the maximum loan offered59 over the full 12 year term.
14 households took advantage of the full amount of the loan (with only a 1% deviation).
Three households took out less than 50% of the value of the maximum loan offered (10%, 49% and
14%). The household requiring only 10% of the loan offered was eligible for an exceptionally high
pay-as-you-save offer of £15,783.33, but this was not indicative of the real cost of work. This
property’s primary heating source was electric room heaters and so the fuel bill savings from
switching to mains gas were high (in excess of £2,000 per year).
Eight households took out between 50% and 90% of the maximum loan offered.

59

There was a £2.17 deviance from the maximum loan amount in one case.
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Loan term
Figure 15 below shows the term over which householders took out loans. 11 customers took out a
loan over the full lifetime of the measure (i.e. 12 years). The shortest loan was taken out for ten
months. The other notable term is five years which was chosen by 20% of households. Possible
reasons for this include tying the loan in with the length of time they expect to remain in the
property before moving on, or renegotiating their mortgage.
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Figure 15: Loan term taken by householders

The loan term is important in the context of the pay-as-you-save principle because of the impact this
has on the monthly repayment. Where a loan is taken out over a shorter term but the overall loan
amount remains the same, the monthly repayment increases. This means that the household is
paying back more each month than they are saving on their fuel bill. For example, one householder
borrowed nearly the full loan amount of £950 but chose to repay this over one year resulting in a
monthly repayment of £80.89. However, taking out the loan over a shorter term has obvious
advantages when it comes to the interest accrued.
In the case of another householder the monthly repayment term was dictated by their ability to pay
based on their other income and expenditure. The maximum loan was for a small amount £195, but
the householder had to spread this over four years in order to make the monthly repayment
affordable.
Loan contribution towards total cost of the work
The actual loans contributed an average of 46% towards the total cost of the work. Had the
maximum loan been taken out by all householders, the average contribution would have been 61%.
If no grant funding been available (as will be the case under the Green Deal for ‘able to pay’
households), the loan would have covered the full cost of the work in three cases – these
households are profiled below. It is difficult to draw any direct comparisons between the three, as
the estimated fuel bill savings take into account many variables. However, all three share similarities
in that they are solid brick or stone, had very basic or no heating controls and little or no insulation.
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Household A
Pre 1900
Semi-detached house, solid stone
Existing heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from a boiler upgrade*
Estimated carbon savings from a boiler upgrade*
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96%

Floor area 280m²
4 bedrooms
Electric room heaters
No thermostatic control of room temperature
Walls: no insulation (assumed)
Roof: 100mm insulation, none in other parts
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
G (14)
E (44)
£1,658.25 per year
8 tonnes per year
100%

Household A is a particularly interesting example of how electrically heated properties will attract
substantial Green Deal finance offers. Although the cost of the work was considerably more than
other households (approximately three times the cost), the primary heating fuel coupled with the
age of the property and large floor area gives a very high potential fuel bill saving and CO₂ saving.
Household B
1900 - 1929
Mid-terraced house, solid brick
Existing primary heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from a boiler upgrade*
Estimated carbon savings from a boiler upgrade*
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96%

Floor area 119m²
4 bedrooms
Gas central heating
Programmer, no room thermostat
Walls: no insulation (assumed)
Roof: 250mm insulation, none in other parts
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
E (46)
D (57)
£223.50 per year
1.49 tonnes per year
86%

It is worth noting that at a higher interest rate, the pay-as-you-save finance would not have covered
the full cost for householder B.
Household C
1900 - 1929
Mid-terraced house, solid brick
Existing primary heating system
Existing insulation

Approx energy efficiency rating before
Approx energy efficiency rating after
Estimated fuel bill savings from a boiler upgrade*
Estimated carbon savings from a boiler upgrade*
Percentage of cost covered by finance at 6.96%
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Floor area 96m²
3 bedrooms
Gas central heating
Programmer, no room thermostat
Walls: no insulation (assumed)
Roof: no insulation (assumed)
Floor: no insulation (assumed)
F (35)
D (56)
£378.00 per year
2.87 tonnes per year
100%
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*Savings figures are discounted to try and reflect the difference between predicted and actual fuel bill savings.
‘Assumed’ means that the insulation could not be inspected or no insulation could be evidenced, and as such
an assumption has been made within the RdSAP methodology based on the age and type of construction.

Proportion of the total cost covered by the actual loan (as opposed to maximum loan)
Figure 16 below shows the percentage of the total cost of the work covered by the actual loan (in
blue) against the maximum available loan (in red), for those customers who decided to take out a
smaller loan.
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Figure 16: Proportion of total cost covered by the actual loan

Households that did not proceed
The main feedback gathered from WHIL advisors suggests that the tight timescales for completion
and the customer deciding to self fund the shortfall were the main reasons for not proceeding with a
loan. Installer availability was a common concern amongst householders although in many cases
these fears were allayed by signposting to the most up-to-date list on the CSE website.
Solid wall insulation
Three householders interested in solid wall insulation enquired about a loan but did not proceed any
further with the loan route. One of these households did proceed to installation. The other two
householders applied to the project collaboratively as they occupy two adjacent flats in a converted
house. They were very keen to proceed, and intended to take up the loan but unfortunately
timescales and the requirement to gain Planning Permission meant that they could not.
Heating upgrades
Seven householders interested in boiler upgrades had a financial assessment but did not take out a
loan. Of these, three did proceed to installation. One of these was applying for finance for 14
privately rented properties in total, of which ten went through to completion. Feedback from one
household suggests that they did not proceed because the grant and finance offered did not fully
cover the cost of the work.
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Wessex Home Improvement Loans perspectives
The following section draws on the experiences of advisors at Wessex Home Improvement Loans.
Supporting householders
None of the customers assessed, or who took up the loan, met the standard Wessex criteria i.e.
there was very little vulnerability. This was a change in working practice for Wessex staff as they are
used to dealing with vulnerable householders on a daily basis. This change in clientele did mean that
it was far easier to assess affordability and that home visits were shorter.
WHIL advisors were under the impression that general understanding of how the project worked
was good overall. It may be the case that customers had spoken to CSE to clarify their understanding
prior to speaking to WHIL. However, WHIL advisors estimated that approximately half of the
householders they interacted with were given extensive support at some point in the journey.
Examples of extensive support include:
Contacting CSE on behalf of the customer (e.g. helping with specific application questions
and requirements)
Highlighting parts of the grant paperwork that the householder and installer needed to
complete and drawing their attention to the terms and conditions. Failure to read the
paperwork carefully was prevalent amongst the householders where an assessment was
completed and many people seemed to have jumped straight to the grant amount.
Explaining that the list of accredited installers was updated frequently and advising where
this could be found.
Because of their experience of assisting vulnerable householders through the loan process, WHIL
advisors found it was standard working practice to support BHEU applicants in this way. In many
cases, this support extended beyond the remit of loan provision.
Several householders engaged WHIL advisors in conversations around the quotes they’d received
from installers, with many suggesting they could get the work done more cheaply by using non
Green Deal accredited installers. Many were concerned about the location of installers and the
distance they were travelling to complete the work, expressing a strong preference for more local
installers.
Many householders did not recall that the cost of the assessment (if applicable) would be
reimbursed if they proceeded. Several commented that this initial outlay was high. However, nearly
all customers had noted the offer of £150 cash back and presumed that they would be able to use
this to cover the assessment cost. A number of enquiries were received relating to the level of VAT
that installers should be charging, with confusion over the 20% versus 5% rate for certain energy
saving improvements60. WHIL also spoke to an installer about this on a customer’s behalf. Ultimately
these enquiries were signposted to CSE, who in turn directed installers to HMRC as all VAT related
enquiries must be raised with them.

60

See http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/vat/sectors/consumers/energy-saving.htm#3
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9. Key findings and recommendations
This evaluation of the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade project has generated a number of key findings
related to generating demand and encouraging conversion, utilising ECO, Green Deal finance
learning, energy assessments, the infancy of the Green Deal accreditation system and the project
model. These are summarised below.
Generating demand and encouraging conversion
The level of interest in the project from householders across Bristol demonstrates a real appetite for
energy efficiency improvements, particularly solid wall insulation. Many households applied to the
project with this particular improvement in mind, there were additional households that expressed
an interest in both this and a boiler upgrade but were undecided, and those that enquired but didn’t
make a formal application. An annexe to this report (to be published at a later date), will examine
the barriers and enabling factors to uptake of a Green Deal assessment and installation.
As analysis of the referral sources shows, the vast majority of applications were received from
householder interaction with Bristol City Council (internal distribution amongst staff was particularly
successful and spread via word of mouth). This demonstrates the importance of the local authority
as a trusted source of information. The endorsement and volume of contacts (ranging from the
media to householders) held by the local authority was key in generating this high level of
applications and undoubtedly gave an additional element of credibility.
Given more time the net could have been cast further to draw in more households that typically
have less interaction with the council, either due to their location within the city boundaries or by
virtue of their personal circumstances. For future projects it would be especially good to target more
of the households that are potentially Affordable Warmth eligible. However, this is more likely to be
successful where there is time and capacity amongst trusted, local organisations to work in
partnership to reach these households and offer the additional level of support that is often
required.
An overall conversion rate of 37% (application to installation) is particularly pleasing especially
within extremely tight timescales. The significance of completing 23 solid wall insulation jobs in less
than six months (and during winter) should not be understated. If you compare this with similar
projects (such as Freedom from Fuel Poverty61 and Somerset West Hard to Treat62), which ran over a
much longer period (over 12 months) and achieved fewer installs, this total is even more satisfying.
There is great potential here for future projects to achieve an even higher conversion rate once
some of the challenges around hybrid wall insulation have been overcome and Green Deal finance is
fully operational.

61
62

http://www.cse.org.uk/downloads/file/freedom_from_fuel_povert_final_report.pdf
http://www.cse.org.uk/projects/view/1154
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Utilising ECO
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade project aimed to utilise ECO funding as soon as it became
available. However, this was extremely challenging due to the infancy of ECO which meant that
energy supplier systems and processes were not finalised (suppliers were navigating the transition
from CERT to ECO at this time) and final guidance was not yet in place from Ofgem. There were also
delays in lodging Occupancy Assessments which is a requirement for certain streams of ECO.
This created in effect a two tier system of applicants which added an additional layer of complexity
to the management of the householder journey. At the close of the project, ECO had been utilised
for four Affordable Warmth households. This may not sound like a lot, but given the complexities of
ensuring that these jobs were compliant with emerging regulations, it is significant. ECO compliance
requires the meticulous collection and checking of additional information such as commissioning
information, installer survey forms and copies of warranties where possible. The costs of managing
this process from start to finish for each householder should not be underestimated during both the
design and delivery of future projects.
Green Deal finance learning
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade project mimicked the pay-as-you-save principle, albeit by offering
loans at a lower interest rate (4%) than will be available via the Green Deal. Analysis of the
householders that progressed through to installation shows that:
The average contribution of finance at 6.96% for boiler upgrades would be 66%.
The average contribution of finance at 6.96% for solid wall insulation would be 18%.
Although this project was limited to offering single measures only, it suggests that Green Deal
finance at this rate will fall short for the majority of households. This is especially the case where
solid wall insulation is concerned; leaving a big gap for ECO to fill. If the aim is for a finance package
(consisting of a loan plus grant) to fully cover the cost of improvements such as solid wall insulation,
householder expectations will need to be better managed, particularly at the outset and certainly at
the assessment stage. The ‘no upfront cost’ message should be avoided at all costs.
Impartial advice is absolutely crucial to the success of the Green Deal and ECO, in Bristol and
beyond. Feedback from householders suggests a continued reluctance to enter into loans, even
where linked to the property and thereby passed on to future bill payers. The Green Deal is just one
route for those considering home improvements, and impartial advice services (especially those
provided locally), have a key role to play in ensuring that householders understand the different
routes available and don’t feel pressurised into one particular offering. Although a relatively small
number of households enquired about the loan offered through the project, the total of 25 loans
administered surpassed expectations. The flexibility offered by Wessex Home Improvement Loans
(such as the ability to overpay with no penalty and set a different loan term), played a key role in the
uptake of loans, and the strong existing links between the local authority and the organisation
undoubtedly helped to build trust and confidence in this offer.
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Assessments
Just over half of all households proceeded to an assessment, and a positive is that many
householders see real value in their EPC or Green Deal advice report, with many showing a
willingness to pay for it.
Although the Green Deal assessment market is still in its infancy, feedback from householders
suggests that improvements could be made in both the accuracy of reports and how these are
presented and explained to the householder. Some householders expressed disappointment that
the EPC did not provide the level of detail that they were after, and some viewed it merely as a
means to access the grant.
Wider issues remain with RdSAP, particularly where properties fall into the category of a system
build, and these will need to be resolved at a higher level to enable more householders to access
improvements such as solid wall insulation.
The infancy of the accreditation system
Although a more detailed appraisal of the readiness of the assessment and installation supply chain
will be added to this report in due course, some interesting questions have been raised around the
robustness and enforcement of the accreditation system. Households are looking for reassurance
around quality and workmanship in particular, and it is not yet clear how this will be monitored
under the Green Deal and ECO.
Although there were positive and negative comments about both heating and solid wall insulation
installers, generally standards of customer service and organisation seem to be higher within the
established heating sector, and this is something that solid wall insulation installers will need to aim
for in order to instil confidence in the supply chain.
For many households, a barrier was not being able to use their regular plumber because they were
not Green Deal accredited. This stresses the importance of engaging with SME installers, especially
for heating where repeat custom (through servicing and repairs) plays a key role in building a
rapport with the householder. One installer in particular went above and beyond in supporting an
Affordable Warmth household that would otherwise have found it extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to get the work completed in time.
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade model
The delivery model sought to replicate the householder/installer relationship for conventional home
improvements (e.g. boiler replacement), this was born out of both a cost and time necessity and a
desire to test a more householder led approach.
The overwhelming majority of households value this approach and particularly appreciate having the
choice of assessment organisation and installer, with a strong preference for supporting local
businesses. Despite this, a smaller group of householders found the choice overwhelming
(particularly when it came to the assessment) and were looking for more guidance on what to look
for in an installer. It is always a difficult balance, particularly where an organisation has a strong
ethos of impartiality, but this does suggest that more general guidance could be developed in this
area.
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This Bristol Home Energy Upgrade project has generated some extremely valuable learning around
the Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation which will hopefully be of use to policy makers, local
authorities and organisations in Bristol and beyond. Not only has it has facilitated 157 installations in
less than 6 months, but it has both generated and uncovered an existing interest in energy efficiency
amongst Bristol households many of whom are keen to learn more. This is demonstrated by the
extensive feedback given by householders which has helped to shape this report. Despite its short
lived nature as a pilot project, it gives Bristol a great platform from which to build and fuel further
interest in energy efficiency retrofits in the private housing sector.
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10. Installation and assessment data
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade attracted 422 applications from across Bristol and achieved an
installation conversion rate of 37% (157 installs). This chapter shows the participating households in
more detail, looking at:
Improvements by ward (and constituencies)
Property type
Average fuel bill and CO₂ savings by property type
Primary heating fuel and system
EPC recommended measures
Occupancy assessment data
Demographics, including age and benefits

Installations by ward and constituencies
Installations for heating system upgrades (able-to-pay and Affordable Warmth) and solid wall
insulation are shown in figure 17 below. The map is overlaid with ward boundaries and the
breakdown by ward and constituency is shown in the tables and graphs below.
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Figure 17: Geography of installations
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Wards
Those wards that contain a qualifying Carbon Saving Communities area are coloured blue. The
number provided in brackets after the ward name indicates how many qualifying areas are located
within the ward boundary. The Carbon Saving Communities obligation focuses on the promotion of
insulation improvements (and connections to district heating systems) to those living in defined
areas of low income (Lower Super Output Areas). Bristol has 49 of these qualifying areas.

Installations by ward
Patchway
Windmill Hill
Whitchurch Park
Westbury-on-Trym
Stoke Bishop
Stockwood
St George West
St George East
Southville
Southmead
Redland
Lockleaze
Lawrence Hill
Knowle
Kingsweston
Horfield
Hillfields
Henleaze
Hengrove
Henbury
Hartcliffe
Frome Vale
Filwood
Eastville
Easton
Cotham
Clifton East
Clifton
Cabot
Brislington West
Brislington East
Bishopsworth
Bishopston
Bedminster
Avonmouth
Ashley

Able-to-pay heating
Affordable Warmth heating
External wall insulation
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Figure 18: Installations by ward
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Able-to-pay heating

Affordable Warmth
heating

External wall insulation

Ashley (2)

7

Avonmouth (1)

4

Bedminster

5

1

2

Bishopston

7

1

1

Bishopsworth (2)

1

Brislington East

2

1

Brislington West

4

1

Cabot (1)

6

Clifton
Clifton East

1

Cotham

6

Easton (1)

10

Eastville (2)

7

1

Filwood (5)
Frome Vale (1)

1

Hartcliffe (5)

1

Henbury (2)

4

1
1

1

Hengrove (1)
Henleaze

6

Hillfields (1)

3

Horfield (1)

3

Kingsweston (3)

6

Knowle (1)

5

2

Lawrence Hill (6)

1

1
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Lockleaze (3)

2

1

4

Redland

5

1

Southville (1)

7

2

St George East

2

St George West (1)

3

Stockwood (1)

1

Southmead (3)

2
1

Stoke Bishop

1

Westbury-on-Trym

6

Whitchurch Park (4)
Windmill Hill (1)

7

2

Patchway

1

Constituencies

Installations by constituency
Filton and Bradley Stoke, South
Gloucestershire
Bristol West
Able-to-pay heating

Bristol South

Affordable Warmth heating

External wall insulation

Bristol North West
Bristol East
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Figure 19: Installations by constituency
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Constituency

Able-to-pay
heating

Affordable Warmth
heating

External wall insulation

Bristol East

23

4

6

Bristol North West

31

1

6

Bristol South

25

5

7

Bristol West

43

2

3

Filton and Bradley Stoke,
South Gloucestershire

1

Property type
Chart 20 below shows the breakdown of installations by property type. The most common property
types were mid-terraced houses and semi-detached houses. Unsurprisingly flats accounted for a
small number of installations, all of which were boiler upgrades. Logistically, installing external wall
insulation on flats is more complicated, especially where one flat wants to insulate and another does
not. That said, two applicants living in adjoining flats did apply to the project together with a view to
externally insulating both the ground and top-floor flats, but unfortunately were unable to proceed
due to the need to obtain Planning Permission and the lack of time to get this approved before the
deadline.

Installations by dwelling type
Number of households

70
60
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Affordable Warmth heating
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External wall insulation

0

Able-to-pay heating

Dwelling type

Figure 20: Installations by dwelling type
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Floor areas (in m²) for each of the property types are shown in table x below.
Property type

Floor area, m²
(smallest)

Floor area, m²
(largest)

Floor area, m²
(average)

Basement flat

50

134

92

Ground floor flat

59

59

Not applicable*

Mid floor flat

41

41

Not applicable*

Top floor flat

47

75

58

Top floor maisonette

126

140

133

End terrace house

79

200

120

Mid terrace house

68

213

103

Enclosed end terrace house

102

102

Not applicable*

Semi detached house

71

296

121

Semi detached bungalow

57

104

81

Detached house

68

158

120

Detached bungalow

65

112

89

*Only one property of this type
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Figures 21 & 22: Installations by primary heating fuel and distribution system

Installations by primary heating fuel
3% 1%

Mains gas
Electricity
None
96%

Installations by primary heating system
1%
6%

Boilers and
radiators
Room heaters
None
93%

Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) recommended measures
Analysis of the EPCs completed (234 in total) reveals the three measures considered ‘top actions’ for
that property. These ‘top recommendations’ are found at the bottom of the first page of the EPC.
An expanded list of recommended measures is then provided later in the EPC.
In some cases measures are included in the ‘top actions’ that would not be eligible for Green Deal
and/or ECO funding (for example, low energy lighting); these have not been included in the analysis
below.
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These improvements have been split to show insulation, heating and renewable technologies. There
is no discernible different between the measures recommended to households that didn’t proceed
beyond the assessment stage, and those that completed an installation, with internal or external
wall insulation and floor insulation the most commonly recommended. Easy wins such as loft and
cavity wall insulation did not figure highly as a ‘top action’ for the vast majority of householders.
This information reinforces our previously held belief that many of the ‘easy measures’ have already
been installed by previous funding streams like CERT. It’s also a useful indicator of measures or
packages of measures that could be bundled into a neat offer targeted towards the local housing
stock.

EPC recommended insulation measures (from top recommendations
and eligible for Green Deal and/or ECO)
250

Number of households

200

150

100

50

0
Cavity wall
Loft
Internal or Flat roof Room in
Floor
Hot water
insulation insulation external insulation
roof
insulation cylinder
wall
insulation
insulation
insulation

Draught
proofing

Figure 23: Recommended insulation measures
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EPC recommended heating measures (from top recommendations and
eligible for Green Deal and/or ECO)
30

Number of households

25
20
15

10
5
0
Replace boiler Change room
Room
with new
heaters to thermostat and
condensing
condensing
TRVs
boiler
boiler

Room
thermostat

TRVs

Hot water
cylinder
thermostat

Figure 24: Recommended heating measures

Heating controls were frequently recommended, particularly room thermostats. Those that
proceeded to upgrade their boiler would now also have better heating controls as these are required
to ensure that the system meets Building Regulations.
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EPC recommended renewable technologies (from top
recommendations and eligible for Green Deal and/or ECO)
14

Number of households

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Solar PV

Solar water heating

Figure 25: Recommended renewable technologies

The number of renewable technology recommendations is smaller. This is primarily because this
analysis only examines the ‘top actions’ and these technologies have a higher cost relative to more
cost effective improvements such as heating controls. They mostly feature in the ‘top actions’ where
the property already has a good standard of insulation and a modern heating system.

Demographics
Age information is available for all of the applicants that proceeded to installation as they were
required to submit a copy of ID alongside their completion certificate.

Age band

17-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

Able-to-pay heating

2

36

29

31

15

7

2

Affordable Warmth heating

0

2

3

2

1

0

4

External wall insulation

1

6

5

2

7

2

0
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Householder age
50
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insulation
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30
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Able-to-pay
heating
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Figure 26: Householder age

Just under a third of all able-to-pay heating households were aged between 30 and 39, and around a
quarter were aged between 40 and 49. A third (n=4) of Affordable Warmth households were aged
over 80 and all required additional help from CSE, a friend or family member.
The age of external wall insulation applicants was more varied. Over a third of householders were
over the age of 60. The long payback period for improvements like solid wall insulation is usually a
common concern amongst this age group, so it may be that the very generous grant offered under
the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade encouraged more to proceed. However, this is likely to be more of
a barrier under a standard CERO offer that offers substantially less funding. It may also be the case
that householders in this age group are more settled and less likely to move house. This may be a
barrier for younger people as they may decide that if they are likely to move again in the near future,
that the benefits they will see in that time will be outweighed by the disruption (and costs) involved.

Occupancy assessment
In total, 56 households had an Occupancy Assessment completed, consisting of five Affordable
Warmth households and 51 able-to-pay heating households. As all applications for solid wall
insulation were received before the 7 January, these householders only received an Energy
Performance Certificate and are therefore not included in this section.
Data from the occupancy assessments is analysed below. Specifically:
Hours heating per day
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Thermostat setting
‘Typical household’ comparison

Hours heating per day (as recorded on Occupancy Assessments)
25
Hours
heating per
day - ableto-pay
heating

20

Hours

15

Hours
heating per
day Affordable
Warmth
heating

10

5

0
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

AVERAGE

Figure 27: Hours heating per day

Hours heating per day

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Able-to-pay heating63

4

23

9

Affordable Warmth heating64

8

14

11

There is little between the averages and it should be noted that the Affordable Warmth sample is
significantly smaller.
What the occupancy assessment doesn’t tell us is whether these householders are over or under
heating their homes, i.e. whether they maintain (or can afford to maintain) a satisfactory heating
regime (this is usually 21 degrees for the main living area, and 18 degrees for other occupied rooms).
Under-heating is a particular concern with Affordable Warmth households.

63
64

51 households
5 households
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Thermostat setting (as recorded in Occupancy Assessment)
30

Temperature (⁰c)

25
Thermostat
setting able-to-pay
heating

20
15

Thermostat
setting Affordable
Warmth
heating

10
5

0
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

AVERAGE

Figure 28: Thermostat setting

Thermostat setting

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Unknown

Able-to-pay heating65

19

24

21

37

Affordable Warmth heating66

19

19

19

3

Where the setting is recorded as unknown this means that the property does not have a room
thermostat. All 40 households that this applies to will now have sufficient heating controls as these
will have been upgraded to bring the system up to current standards. There figures given above
show that there is scope for energy savings to be made through behavioural change such as turning
the thermostat down by 1:c.

65
66

51 households
5 households
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'Typical household' comparison (as recorded in Occupancy
Assessments)

Number of households

30
Typical
household
comparison
- able-topay heating

25
20
15

Typical
household
comparison
- Affordable
Warmth
heating

10
5

0
Lower

About the same

Higher

'Typical household' comparison

Figure 29: Typical household comparison

‘Typical household’ - shows energy usage for a typical property of similar size and type
Comparison

Explanation

Implication

About the
same

These households would save
approximately the same amount of
money as a typical home.

Green Deal Providers cannot charge higher
repayments than typical savings for a similar
property.

Lower

These households could save less
money by installing improvements
than a typical home would save.

Repayments may be higher than savings
because these households might save less than
a typical home.

Higher

These households could save more
money by installing improvements
than a typical home would save.

Repayments may be lower than savings
because these households might save more
than a typical home.

Typical household comparison

Lower

About the same

Higher

Able-to-pay heating

22

25

4

Affordable Warmth heating

1

4

0
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It is interesting to note that the energy usage of 43% able-to-pay households was lower than the
typical household. Should these households take up Green Deal finance they may find that their
repayments exceed the savings achieved from having the improvement(s) installed.
These figures could be distorted somewhat by householders not having fuel bill information to hand
when the assessor visited. This would mean that the data source would be classed as ‘unknown,’ and
this will provide a less accurate and meaningful comparison against the typical household as the
software will be forced to fall back on pre-set assumptions.
Average fuel bill and CO₂ saving (per year) by housing type
The figures below show the average full bill and CO₂ saving, after the application of in-use factors,
(where applicable67), and by property type.
In-use factors are used in an attempt to reflect the difference between the theoretical performance
of an improvement, and how it performs in practice.
The fuel bill saving dictates the amount of pay-as-you-save finance available.
The red bars on the chart show householders that had an EPC or Green Deal Advice Report
completed, but that didn’t proceed to installation. Those that didn’t proceed appear to have a
smaller average fuel bill saving than those that did proceed. This smaller saving, coupled with a low
finance offer, may be an important barrier. For further exploration of the barriers experienced by
households, see the separate summary report on the CSE website.

67

In-use factors are not applied to Affordable Warmth households.
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Able-to-pay heating system upgrades

Average fuel bill saving per year

Average fuel bill saving (able-to-pay heating upgrade)
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Figures 30 & 31: Average savings (able-to-pay heating)
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Affordable Warmth heating system upgrades

Average fuel bill saving (Affordable Warmth heating upgrade)
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Figures 32 & 33: Average savings (affordable warmth)
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Solid wall insulation
Average fuel bill saving (solid wall insulation)
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Figures 34 & 35: Average savings (solid wall insulation)
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11. Installer analysis
Introduction
The Bristol Home Energy Upgrade (BHEU) scheme used certified Green Deal Installers to encourage
the development of the supply chain in the local area. At the start of the scheme there were only 15
solid wall insulation Green Deal Installers and 6 heating Green Deal Installers available on the Green
Deal Oversight and Registration Body website. More installers became certified as the scheme
progressed and the maximum number of installers involved with the scheme was 15. This chapter
will examine:
The supply chain
The scheme model
ECO compliance
A survey was sent out to the 15 installers (6 solid wall insulation installers and 9 heating installers)
who participated in the scheme. At the time of writing, only 4 installers have responded (3 heating
installers and 1 solid wall installer). With such as low response rate, it is difficult to be confident if
this is representative of installers more widely with such low numbers. Therefore the installer
responses are used throughout this chapter to give a pragmatic insight alongside our own
knowledge and experiences of working closely with the installers.

Supply chain
The supply chain for solid wall insulation installers and heating system installers varies considerably
with the latter being far more developed and established than the former.
Solid wall insulation
Historically, the solid wall industry supply chain, compared to industries like heating, is not as
advanced68. There are a number of external solid wall insulation manufacturers who provide
different insulation systems and the majority of these are members of trade bodies such as the
Insulated Render & Cladding Association and the National Insulation Association. Many of the
manufacturers have their own installer base to choose from and will often provide lists of appointed
installers.
The Centre for Sustainable Energy (CSE) has experience of engaging with manufacturers like Knauf
Marmorit, Weber, Rockwool, Parex, Wetherby and Structherm on previous schemes such as
Somerset West Hard to Treat69 and Somerset West Home Energy70. However, with the introduction
of the Green Deal certification scheme and the time frames inherent in the certification process, the
solid wall installer base was initially very limited on the BHEU scheme with installers spread out over
the country. Three of the installers (Therm ECO, North Bristol Plastering and Domestic and General
Insulations) had worked with CSE on previous projects and managed to obtain their Green Deal
certification in time for the start of the BHEU scheme. The table below shows where each installer is
based (head office) and the distance from Bristol. The majority of householders on the scheme had a
68

Solid Wall Insulation Supply Chain Review, May 2009
www.cse.org.uk/swhtt
70
www.cse.org.uk/swhe
69
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preference for locally based installers (see page 19). The scheme had two installers from Bristol with
the rest ranging from 43 to 184 miles away.
Solid wall insulation installers by location
SWI installers
Location of head office

Distance from Bristol (miles) approx.

Urbane Eco

Bristol

0

North Bristol Plastering

Bristol

0

SERS

Gwent

43

Therm Eco EWI

Exeter

80

C&P Plastering

Plymouth

120

Celsius

Flintshire

184

Figure 36: Solid wall insulation installer by location

It was difficult for the scheme to offer a wide choice of locally based installers to householders who
flagged this as a preference. Only two installers were based in Bristol and the time constraints of
completing the work meant it was not possible for all householders who would have preferred it, to
choose a local installer. The table below shows the number of jobs each installer did up until 24th
May 2013 with North Bristol Plastering and Urbane ECO accounting for 31% of total jobs.
Number of jobs by solid wall insulation installer
12

Number of jobs

10
8
6
4
2

0
C&P Plastering Therm Eco
EWI

North Bristol
Plastering

Celsius

Urbane Eco

SERS

Installer

Figure 37: Completed jobs by solid wall insulation installer
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Costs
The table below shows the mean, median, highest and lowest costs for the 23 installations. Although
house sizes have not been taken into account, the mean and median fall within the typical cost of
£9,400 to £13,000 for external wall insulation71. This is encouraging and demonstrates that by giving
householders a choice of installer it helps to keep prices competitive. The highest cost is from a
Bristol based company that uses sustainable materials for its solid wall system and shows that
householders do not always want the cheapest solution. By having multiple installers, using different
systems available on a scheme also gives the householder choice over products used.

Cost
Mean

£11,355.51

Median

£11,544.75

Highest

£18,867.48

Lowest

£4,971.89

Hybrid systems
Many householders on the project wanted to install a mixture of internal and external solid wall
insulation, known as hybrid systems, particularly in light of planning considerations, the tight
deadline the project imposed, as well as individuals not wanting to alter the front of their homes for
aesthetic reasons. This brought about a number of challenges.
From a funding perspective, in the absence of signed off software solutions for use in ECO it was not
possible to calculate the carbon and fuel bill savings for a mixture of internal and external solid wall
insulation. There was also a lack of clarity around the installation process, as hybrid wall insulation is
accredited separately under Annex N of PAS 2030. An installer accredited for either internal and/or
external wall insulation alone would need to demonstrate further competence in this area. Not using
an accredited hybrid installer would impact on the sufficiency and therefore quality of the
installation. The BHEU scheme was therefore not in a position to advise customers to proceed with a
hybrid solution. Hybrid wall insulation is not readily searchable via the Green Deal Oversight &
Registration Body website, which means that installers needed to be checked manually to see if they
were accredited to install a hybrid solution. Towards the end of the scheme (circa March 2013) one
installer obtained this accreditation in the UK, but this was too late for BHEU to implement a
customer offer that could be delivered within the project deadline.
These factors meant that households were only able to insulate 100% of the property internally or
externally.
Update: The situation with hybrid systems is unchained and at the time of writing this report there
does not seem to be a resolution. Specifically there is no approved ECO scoring methodology for the
71
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installation of a hybrid solution and no search function on the Green Deal Oversight & Registration
Body website.
Heating system installers
The heating industry already has a well established supply chain offering a wide range of
manufacturers, materials, services and installers. Unlike solid wall insulation installers there are
numerous websites where you can search for heating installers as well as more traditional methods
like the Yellow Pages and word of mouth. Again, there were difficulties with the BHEU scheme as
certified Green Deal Installers were limited at the beginning of the scheme and this put added
pressure on householders trying to secure an installation before the deadline. In contrast, when
searching for heating installers on the Gas Safe Register website using CSE’s postcode (BS3 4AQ) a
total of 50 appear within a 1.14 mile radius. The table below shows where the scheme installers are
based (head office) and the distance from Bristol. The scheme only managed to have one Bristol
based Green Deal certified installer with the rest ranging from 13 to 204 miles from Bristol.
Heating installers by location
Heating installers
Location of head office

Distance from Bristol (miles) approx.

Gregor

Bristol

0

ACE

Bath

13

Sedgemoor

Somerset

37

A & P Electrical

Cardiff

44

Gas Tech Wales

Gwent

50

D&G

Herefordshire

62

Blue Skies

Rotherham

176

Gr33n

South Yorkshire

183

Dyson

West Yorkshire

204

Figure 38: Heating installers by location

Again, as with the solid wall insulation installers it was difficult for the scheme to offer a choice of
locally based installers to householders who flagged this as a requirement. Gregor Heating were
popular with householders on the scheme and the table below shows the number of jobs each
installer did up until 22nd March 2013. Gregor Heating installed 37 boilers accounting for 23% of total
jobs.
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Number of jobs by heating installer
ATP heating

Affordable Warmth heating

40

Number of jobs

35
30
25
20
15
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5
0

Installer
Figure 39: Completed jobs by heating installer

Costs
The table below shows the mean, median, highest and lowest costs for the 134 installations.
Although house sizes have not been taken into account, the mean and median are slightly more than
the typical cost of £2,500 for a boiler replacement and installation72. This is still encouraging and
demonstrates again, that by giving householders a choice of installer and product and helps to keep
prices competitive.
Cost
Mean

£2,769.66

Median

£2,606.55

Highest

£7,856.34

Lowest

£1,500.00

Additional Staff
Initial demand was high on the scheme and combined with a fairly limited installer base and a tight
deadline for completed jobs it was an opportunity for installers to employ additional staff or subcontract. Of those responding, 1 heating installer (n=1) employed additional staff to help cope with
72
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the extra demand the scheme was generating. Any future schemes could be used to drive customer
interest and enable installers to increase resources, demand and employment in the city.

The scheme model
The BHEU scheme was designed to trial a ‘householder led’ approach to energy saving home
improvement initiatives and retrofit measures. Central to this aim was customer choice of both the
Green Deal Advice Organisation and the Green Deal Installer who were selected to undertake work
at their property. The BHEU scheme refined similar delivery models in order to improve the
householder journey and included elements of Green Deal infrastructure (e.g. advice organisations,
advisors and installers).
Payment
When CSE was notified of a completed job, payment was sent to the customer’s bank account for
them to pass the payment onto the installer. Feedback from installers at the time the scheme was
running was for payment to be paid directly to the installer. When asked again in the survey all of
installers (n=4) would prefer the grant payment went directly to them.
Installer choice
Installer choice has been an important element of CSE’s scheme delivery models and feedback from
householders endorses this approach (see page 19 of Stage 1 report). The BHEU scheme continued
with this approach and gave the customer choice, albeit a limited one. When asked in the survey, all
installers (n=4) agreed that giving the customer this choice was the appropriate. This will potentially
help to keep prices from becoming artificially inflated by only appointing a select number of
installers and it will also ensure that the grants provided will be closer to the actual cost, if not fully
covering the cost of the work for some measures.
Another important factor that has been identified by householders is having a choice of product. A
‘one product fits all’ approach is not always suitable and by offering the customer choice of product
gives customers the flexibility to choose, depending on their price range, products that they prefer.
“Gave customers options on type of insulation and finishes available”
Solid wall insulation installer
“[Gave customers] Choice of 3 Boilers”
Heating system installer

ECO Compliance
The Energy Companies Obligation (ECO) is a government scheme which places an obligation on
energy suppliers to deliver energy efficiency measures to householders. Each month energy
suppliers notify Ofgem of measures installed in the previous month.
Paperwork and ECO submissions
In order for the notification of a completed measure to be successful, the supplier must provide
Ofgem with the following information. If the supplier does not provide this information by the
notification deadline, notification of the measure will be unsuccessful and the carbon or cost savings
associated with the measure will be lost:
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1. the name or ECO reference of the obligated supplier who promoted the installation of
the completed measure;
2. the address at which the measure was installed;
3. the type of measure installed;
4. the date on which the installation of the measure was completed;
5. the obligation that the measure is intended to be credited towards; and
6. the carbon or cost saving as appropriate.
Whilst the BHEU scheme was not a true ECO scheme, it was used to test elements of ECO
compliance such as paperwork completion with installers. Under ECO, scheme managers, in
partnership with the energy company are required by Ofgem to notify the measures installed in the
previous month. Of those installers surveyed, 1 installer (n=1) thought that it was not feasible to
return the paperwork within 3 working days of the installation of the measure. This could add
pressure on managing agents and installers to ensure the notification of an installed measure is
submitted in time. Installers will need to ensure that they have the administration capacity to fulfill
this requirement. As the table below shows, all installers surveyed (n=4) thought that the
completion certificate was clear and easy to understand. Going forward, it will be necessary to
maintain (and improve where possible), this level of clarity with already complicated and extensive
ECO compliance requirements.

It was not feasible to return it within 3
working days of the completion of work
Customers needed a lot of help to
complete the paperwork
Strongly agree

It was easy to complete

Agree

It was clear which sections we as the
installer had to complete
It was clear which sections the customer
had to complete

Disagree
Strongly disagree
0

1

2

3

4

5

Count of responses
Figure 40: Installer survey results – completion certificate

Payment terms under ECO
Payment terms on the scheme were 21 days from when CSE received the completion certificate. In
reality, CSE’s finance team cleared payments on average within 7 days. Under ECO, payment terms
could be as long as 75 days and this may have significant implications for Small and Medium
Enterprise (SME) installer involvement with ECO delivery. For example installers may have 30 day
payment terms with suppliers and if this is the case, they may have to pay suppliers before receiving
payment from managing agents (CSE) which could affect ongoing cash flow. Installers may need to
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take action to mitigate any impact on their business that this may cause. Liability may sit with
installers if the carbon or fuel bill saving cannot be claimed by the fuel supplier – because it does not
meet Ofgem requirements – the installer may not get paid. This could be a major problem with more
expensive measures like solid wall insulation.
CSE is currently looking at how a social enterprise framework could sit within the Green Deal and
ECO to maximise delivery of energy efficiency locally; using local SME assessors and installers to
deliver home improvement measures to local people73. Of those installers surveyed 3 (n=3) are
already delivering ECO in some capacity. As more installers become involved with ECO and better
understand the compliance framework issues, it will greater inform the way they operate so they
can mitigate any impact this may have on their business.

Has Green Deal certification been worthwhile?
“Not yet due to lack of actual Green Deal contracts
and complexity of funding options for end user.”
solid wall insulation installer

Has Green Deal certification been worthwhile?
“We went into this knowing there would be cost
involved but this scheme keeps the cowboys at bay.”
Boiler installer

Costs of Green Deal certification and guarantees
The cost of becoming Green Deal certified could be significant to a SME installer and it is not
something to enter into lightly especially as work, through ECO or Green Deal, may not be
forthcoming. A solid wall insulation installer who was surveyed identified that the cost of becoming
Green Deal certified has not yet been worthwhile. This may be due to factors such as public
perception of solid wall insulation and a smaller infrastructure compared to the heating industry.
However a heating installer we surveyed identified certification very positively as it means quality
and demonstrates to a customer, competence and good workmanship.
Future involvement on ECO schemes
Installers were asked what their future involvement is likely to be in ECO schemes until 2015. Whilst
this is not an accurate reflection of the industry as a whole, it does give valuable insight into how
installers are interpreting their role within ECO schemes. The chart below shows 75% (n=3) of
installers who responded wanted to have some involvement with ECO either through a Green Deal
73

CSE’s ‘incubator’ research project is a detailed examination of how a social enterprise could be designed and
set up to help facilitate local engagement; creating a network of local enterprise by connecting people who
want to be involved. The incubator is still a work in progress, largely due to the continued evolution of the
Green Deal and ECO legislation and the development of the local supply chain.
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Provider or managing ECO directly via a contract with an energy supplier. It’s also worth noting that
all of those installers who responded would consider delivering ECO through schemes like BHEU.

Lead generation
Delivering ECO through local schemes similar
to the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
Delivering and managing ECO ourselves via a
direct contract with energy suppliers
Delivering ECO through a partnership with a
Green Deal Provider

Yes
No
Unsure
0

1

2

3

4

5

Count of responses

Figure 41: Installer survey results – ECO involvement

Overall experiences of ECO and future schemes
When asked about how they viewed the Green Deal and ECO going forward all installers surveyed
(n=4) felt that the Green Deal and ECO was helping to create demand for energy efficiency
improvements. The chart below also indicates that ECO is considered a better market for installers
to enter than Green Deal.

Do you see the Green Deal and ECO as...
5
4
3
2

ECO

1

Green Deal

0
Having limited
impact

Creating demand for Additional work but A core work stream
energy efficiency it won’t account for
improvements
the majority of our
jobs

Figure 42: Installer survey results – ECO & Green Deal impact
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Conclusion
The installers were generally positive about the BHEU scheme and this evaluation has generated a
number of key findings related to supply chain, the Green Deal accreditation system and the project
model.
The level of interest in the project from householders across Bristol demonstrates a real appetite for
energy efficiency improvements. The scheme has helped to encourage development of the supply
chain within Bristol, particularly solid wall insulation but, in order to maintain the momentum
generated from the BHEU scheme, installers should be supported with Green Deal certification
systems and processes whilst the certification system is in its infancy. A larger, locally based Green
Deal installer network will expose ECO/Green Deal to the wider public and potentially help to instil
quality of product, workmanship, reassurance and popularity.
Although there were positive and negative comments about both heating and solid wall insulation
installers, generally standards of customer service and organisation seem to be higher within the
established heating sector, and this is something that solid wall insulation installers will need to aim
for.
For many households, a significant barrier was not being able to use their regular plumber because
they were not Green Deal certified. This stresses the importance of the council and other industry
organisations engaging with SME installers, especially for heating where repeat custom (through
servicing and repairs) plays a key role in building a rapport with the householder.
The delivery model sought to replicate the householder/installer relationship for conventional home
improvements (e.g. boiler replacement), this was born out of both a cost and time necessity and a
desire to test a more ‘householder led’ approach.
The overwhelming majority of households value this approach and particularly appreciate having a
choice of installer, with a strong preference for supporting local businesses. This could be developed
further by providing a ‘rated business’ type of directory for the city which lists local Green Deal
certified Installers and householders, looking for more guidance on what to look for in an installer
can research at their leisure.
This scheme has helped installers and managing agents to become more involved with the supply
chain and enabled development of working relationships. Despite its short lived nature as a pilot
project, it gives Bristol city a great platform from which to build and fuel further interest in energy
efficiency retrofits in the private housing sector.
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12. Glossary
Glossary of terms
Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
Centre for Sustainable Energy

Abbreviation
BHEU
CSE

Department of Energy & Climate Change
Elena programme

DECC

Energy Company Obligation
Carbon Emission Reduction Obligation
Carbon Saving Communities Obligation
Home Heating Cost Reduction Obligation

ECO
CERO
CSCO

Energy Performance Certificate
Green Deal Advice Report

HHCRO – we,
and many
others, refer
to this as
Affordable
Warmth.
EPC
GDAR

Green Deal Advice Organisation

GDAO

Green Deal Advisor

GDA

Green Deal Finance Company
Green Deal finance
Green Deal Installer

Green Deal Provider

Home Energy Team

Centre for Sustainable Energy

Summary
A national charity that shares its
knowledge and experience to help
people change the way they think
and act on energy.
Bristol City Council’s programme of
commercially viable renewable
energy and retrofit projects.
The majority of solid wall insulation
is expected to be delivered via the
Carbon Emission Reduction
Obligation which is just one
element of ECO, and sits alongside
the Carbon Saving Communities
Obligation and the Home Heating
Cost Reduction Obligation.

Consists of an EPC and an
Occupancy Assessment
A Green Deal advice organisation is
accredited to employ Green Deal
Advisors
A Green Deal advisor is accredited
to be able to undertake Green Deal
Advice Reports
Provides Green Deal finance to
Green Deal Providers
See pay-as-you-save
A Green Deal installer is accredited
to install energy saving
improvements
Green Deal Providers arrange Green
Deal Plans, provide finance, and
arrange for the installation of the
agreed energy efficiency
improvements through a Green
Deal Installer.
CSE’s Home Energy Team provides
free, local and impartial energy
saving advice to householders in
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Meter Point Administration Numbers

MPAN

Meter Point Reference Number

MPRN

Occupancy Assessment
Pay-as-you-save

PAYS

System build

Wessex Home Improvement Loans

Centre for Sustainable Energy

WHIL

Bristol and Somerset (including the
unitary authorities of Bath and
North East Somerset and North
Somerset).
The MPAN is a unique identifying
number allocated to each property
(rather like a map reference
number) with an electricity
connection.
The MPRN is a unique identifying
number allocated to each property
with a gas connection.
See Green Deal Advice Report
Is a finance model to help
householders pay for energy saving
improvements with repayments
calculated according to expected
fuel bill savings.
Properties of a ‘non-traditional’
build, such as a steel or timber
frame or made of pre-cast
reinforced concrete.
Wessex Home Improvement Loans
works closely with Local Authorities
to provide homeowners with
finance for essential maintenance
and improvement works,
specifically to those who cannot
afford to get the work done.
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13. Appendix
Quotes from householders
Feedback on assessments
“While the report covered several areas for identifying energy efficiency improvements, I thought
that the assessor could have given his recommended improvement based on providing an onsite
assessment. The report just lists the improvements and does not go one step further to provide local
recommendations. However, I would say the report that the assessor provided was very
comprehensive and I have no problems with the work that the assessor did. I just think that the
assessment process should include this.”
“Which external walls would need to be insulated to comply with the grant criteria of 100%. The EPC
correctly referred to part of the house having cavity walls - did this also have to be insulated to
achieve 100%?”
“Error on the occupancy statement. Grant offered was significantly lower than neighbour's home
and could not be explained.”
“No OA *Occupancy Assessment+ was carried out, just a very rapid (20 min) EPC survey. No
communication with assessor, just a technical survey with no advice provided at any stage. No
mention of GD [Green Deal] or any of associated elements at any point during or after the
assessment. No reference to dedicated Energy Savings Advice Helpline or any other sources for
further information. Outcomes of survey of no practical use, other than having ticked the box of
having EPC [Energy Performance Certificate] produced and delivered to CSE to progress with BHEU
[Bristol Home Energy Upgrade] scheme. Several mistakes on EPC required revisit from assessor,
which only happened after insistence on having the lodged faulty EPC rectified. Energy consumption
data and energy and cost savings calculation associated with proposed improvement measures
appeared far off what actually happened in the property, based on actual fuel bills.”
“If the green deal assessment did not result in energy efficiency measures being installed including
financial help (e.g. grants, finance, and pay via energy bills) then it fairly pointless. I think the whole
process needs to be reviewed as some people will be put off with forking out for the cost of the
green deal assessment if they do not know if this will assist with getting some kind of financial
assistance with expensive measures to energy efficiency.”
“Assessor was very helpful.”
“I think the assessment is flawed. E.g. my savings are not as great as the assessment suggested they
would be.”
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Feedback on heating installers
“I obtained three quotes but the installer with the cheapest quote did not respond to my requests to
proceed with the work so I had to negotiate a price and completion date with another installer
causing me to nearly miss the deadline. More help to find an installer who was able to proceed with
the work within the limits of the grant and completion deadline would have been helpful.”
“There were only three on the initial list, only one was actually able to give me a quote. After a few
weeks more became available so I then pursued more. Gregor Heating was excellent. Mr Gregor
himself did the quotation. Their quotation was the lowest but I would have gone with them if they
had not been. The organisation and teamwork I thought was brilliant. They also listened, most
building people don't. I would have no hesitation in recommending them.”
“The installer did not know the answer straight away about links to the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
scheme but were able to get the answers with further clarification since there were extensions to
the deadline. The installers were very good generally, resolved queries quickly including minor
problems that were not apparent during the installation survey; the work was quick but did not
seem to skimp on quality.”
“Friendly and generally helpful.”
“Very good workmanship. Very clean and tidy. No mess.”
“Excellent. And very good working team.”
“I was very happy with this installer but engaged him as his was the first quote received. One of the
others never sent a quote and the other arrived only after the work had been done.”
“Excellent in every way.”
“They were very helpful and understanding.”
“Clean, courteous and worked to schedule (which was tight).”
“There was very little choice of installers, few of them were local. Most of the installers I contacted
could not do the job as there were few of them and most were booked. I went with the only one
who could do the job before the deadline. I felt I was persuaded into choices that made sense for
the installer to do the work quickly and easily rather than what we wanted (e.g. location of boiler,
running of pipework, different "zones" for heating control). The finishing wasn’t great e.g. things not
put back in place, holes left in walls. The installer was very friendly and accommodating re. timing
before the deadline, but I would have preferred to go with a more local and recommended installer.
I am surprised there are so few installers in the scheme, and that it is just checked they have done a
course, not the quality of their work. The boiler installation was checked and approved, but the rest
left us feeling a little dissatisfied. However we appreciated the grant.”
“Alwyn Hawkes was head and shoulders above the other 2 companies who gave me quotes.”
“Polite, tidy, punctual and helpful!”
“Good work but communication not great.”
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“They were not the cheapest but they were much more knowledgeable and professional. Price isn't
everything...”
“Alwyn (Sedgemoor Heating) was fantastic installer, amiable, helpful & work is top notch.”
“Their salesman initially promised a 7 year guarantee on a Worcester boiler. After the work the
paperwork I was given was only a 2 year guarantee so I felt a bit cheated. I rang installer who said
nothing could be done they can only offer a 2 year guarantee and it was a mistake by the salesman, I
rang Trading standards who said not to worry too much as they have to look after me for 6 years
under Goods & services act anyway! I have to say when selecting an initial installer it was incredibly
confusing as I got 4 of them out and they all gave me conflicting advice, it was very difficult for me as
a consumer to know which of them was right and which was wrong.”
“The subcontractors - two workmen - were very good, with excellent customer care attitude and
good at their work. The owner of business tired bullying approach to get paid immediately upon
completion. I did not have money to do so until the grant came through. It got nasty, I felt harassed,
bullied, tried to complain about him to CSE, but unsuccessfully, as there was no procedure to follow
on installers it seems. In the end he calmed down and waited till money came through, but it was a
thoroughly unpleasant experience that caused stress to me and my children.”
“Extremely good pre and after sales customer service and excellent workmanship. Couldn't rate
them highly enough.”
“Pleasant, friendly and conscientious.”
“Very good. I would've liked to see MORE local installers - some of them were in the North of
England!!!”
“They fitted the wrong boiler as I had asked for a certain one. He offered to change it but I told them
not to bother I would make the cupboard bigger.”
“One piece of rework was required - boiler not mounted level.”
“I would recommend them, the individual who carried out the work was charming, efficient, and
competent.”
“They told me the scheme had closed at first.”
“Really liked the installer, very professional and good price. However, I would have liked a choice of
more Bristol based businesses; the one I chose was the only Bristol-based company I could use.”
“It worked very well for me regarding the boiler installation. The time given to complete the work
was much too short to consider external wall insulation. I received the energy performance
certificate but don't know what you refer to as the Occupancy Assessment.”
“I think the fact that you are getting a grant means that some (all?) installers will quote a higher
price, knowing that you will not be paying all of it. More approved installers would be better. Shame
I couldn't have used my regular plumber who I know would quote me competitively and do a good
job.”
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Feedback on external wall insulation installers
“The workers themselves were really hard working. Although there were lots of fag buts left all over
the garden. The project management seemed to be a bit disorganised in the week immediately
before the installation. Some of the timings were quite last minute and no time had been allowed
for work that needed to be completed before the insulation work could begin, which meant builders
falling over each other and time being lost at the start of the work.”
“The work was completed quickly and to an overall good standard but there were minor snags and
details which need to be addressed after the main work had been completed, and the site was left in
an untidy condition with damage to parts of the garden.”
“There was a whole range of issues that cropped up during the install process, not all of which can
necessarily be put down entirely to faults by the installation company itself. They made a very poor
selection of their contractors, many of which had significant failings, both in workmanship and
customer service. The company's administration very much let down the on-site management team.
Initially they decided on an EWI [external wall insulation] system which was different to that which
had been originally agreed in writing. This was followed by the delivery of an insulation board that
not meet building regs. They quickly agreed to the mistake and had the correct panels delivered the
following week. Work finally started with 2 weeks delay. On the first day the contractor installed a
short section of base rail, which he subsequently had to remove again since he had not run it level
with the wall and DPC. This was followed by further delays due to not enough base rail having been
ordered and then delays in the distributor getting the additional base rail to site. One week on from
there, works finally commenced in earnest. It turned out that the contractor installing the boards
had never previously dealt with this type of EPS [expanded polystyrene insulation] installation
technique, requiring a mechanical plus chemical fixing method. It is doubtful whether the boards
were installed correctly, i.e. to minimise air gaps between the wall and the boards. During
installation of the boards, several initial errors had to subsequently be rectified only after I pointed
the errors out. This included the installation of EPS board around the boiler flue, for which fire regs
requires a mineral wool board to be used. Several gaps between insulation boards and base rail had
to be retrospectively filled with expanding foam. The boards were installed around the bay windows
leaving a 4cm gap of exposed uninsulated brick wall producing a major cold bridge where
condensation may form in the future. This was subsequently rectified. The base rail above the
extension roof was installed 4 cm above the roof edge, again leaving exposed uninsulated brick wall,
and again something that had to be rectified subsequently. Subsequent thermal imaging showed
several weak spots in the final installed EWI, including around the bay windows and at the base rail
and ground level air bricks. The base rail should probably have been installed a few cm below the
DPC [damp proof course], therefore avoiding any cold bridge between under floor insulation and
EWI. The plumber made several mistakes in reinstalling the downpipes and guttering, requiring him
to return to site at least twice to rectify these. The electricians struggled reinstalling the handful of
electrical services previously removed from outside of building prior to installation of EWI. This
includes putting lamps up the wrong way round, having flood light point into the sky, etc. The
renderer was about the only contractor who seemed to know what he was doing, however after
removal of scaffolding it showed that the scaffolding shadow had left dark lines on the fresh
rendering system, something the site manager pointed out to me on his own account. This required
for scaffolding to go back up and for the side elevation to be retopped with paint, again leading to
further 3 weeks of delay in completion of the job. Also, due to downpipes having been left
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uninstalled for several days after the rendering system had been completed, heavy rain fall led to
several sections of render getting washed away, which again required rectifying by reapplying more
top coat subsequently. The scaffolding company used gave the impression of rogue traders, making
major errors in scaffolding installation, causing danger to the other workers using the scaffolding
subsequently (one worker from the same installer company on another job allegedly fell of the
scaffolding breaking several ribs!). They also damaged several roof tiles, plant pots, garden
ornaments and left rubbish lying about everywhere. Long delays were caused by them not turning
up to take scaffolding down or put it up as requested by the site manager. The site manager
appeared a genuine guy who tried is utter best to get over all of the issues that cropped up
throughout the installation process, but he certainly did not appear to receive a lot of support from
the head office team, and he was badly let down by contractors the company had decided to use for
the first time. Finally, I am still awaiting the official warranty documents in line with Ofgem
requirements.”
“Very messy. They did not have a good understanding of the detailing required for waterproofing.
They did not explain to me that once the system was on the wall I would not be able to fix anything
into the wall at a future date.”
“Not being local made communication difficult at times. Still awaiting finishing promised to rear
gate.”
“Very friendly and helpful and obliging. Not so hot on making good.”
General feedback: external wall insulation households
“I found elements of this process very simple while other very frustrating. You look into this scheme
trying to make energy efficiencies but you need to understand all steps since it is a major
commitment in terms of time and money. The grant is wonderful and without it we would have
struggled to fund the cost of the work. However, it would be more reassuring to get a grant
confirmation at the same time as the green deal assessment. This way you know exactly how much a
grant would provide, how much you have to pay and how much finance is required. This would have
been a lot more helpful if provided sooner. Also, the green deal assessment could not be done until
1st week in February but the works initially needed to be completed by end of February. I was not
originally aware of this. After a few phone calls I found out I could get an extension though it seemed
as though I had to argue my case for this. Most aspects of the installation were as expected and the
final result is of very good quality. I'm very pleased with the end result but would have preferred
some more proactive assistance along the way to guide me through the process especially as the
Bristol home energy scheme had tight deadlines.”
“Very easy dealing with the Bristol home energy team. Very difficult to obtain quotations from
installers for external wall insulation many contacted did not return enquiries or be prepared to
quote for the work also all apart from one which was Urbane Eco did not give details of different
types of wall insulation just the cheapest option.”

“Generally brilliant! CSE managed the scheme really well and getting local / small businesses was a
real positive for me. The different elements of what needed doing were more complex than I had
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anticipated, and there were unforeseen problems like finding asbestos. I have had loads of interest
from friends and neighbours in the insulation work and there have been lots of conversations about
the process, costs, installers etc. I also installed boiler at the same time since the boiler flue
extension was going to be additional cost. The issues around timing might not have been issues if
the timeframes hadn't been as crucial with work needing to be complete before the end of the grant
scheme. (e.g. 12 hours notice of scaffolding arriving; scaffolders arriving a day early to take it down;
builder trying to access pipes at the same time as the insulation workers were trying to get at the
walls; scaffolding set up too close to the walls meaning that the work couldn't be finished until it had
been taken down again; last bit of rendering was done a week after the main work because not
enough K-rend had been ordered and it had to be brought down from Cheshire!) I was surprised
how little loan finance would have been available to me if I'd gone for that option. As the Green Deal
rolls out and grant levels are less generous than with this scheme, it will be interesting to see if this
is a big barrier to take up.”
“Generally my experience of the BHEU scheme has been very positive, but I have a few comments
about this questionnaire and about dealing with installers and the Bristol City Council Planning
Department as follows: In the questionnaire, the answer choices for some of the questions did not
enable me to give an answer which accurately reflected my experiences. For example I did not
receive an initial telephone call from CSE; I just completed an application, so I could not give an
opinion on that telephone call. Secondly the brochure was accompanied by additional paperwork
which I found more helpful. On the grant offer, the initial amount was a lot lower than I had
expected, and as a pensioner I was not able to finance the difference between the grant and the
cheapest installer quote, even if I had taken out additional finance despite my age, so I did not
proceed with the work on that basis. Out of the blue I received an improved grant offer and
extended deadline which made the project viable if I contributed something towards the cost. As
regards installers, the company which gave me the cheapest quote did not respond to my requests
to proceed with the work, and I was not able to finance the difference between the grant and the
other two quotes. So the only way I could proceed with the project was to negotiate with one of
these installers to bring their price down. This took some time and I was fearful that I would miss the
extended deadline. However, the installer C & P Plastering of Plymouth was very helpful and we
eventually agreed on a price which meant I would contribute £3138. The work proceeded quickly
and has been completed well within the deadline. There have been some minor, but important
details of workmanship which I was able to identify with my past building experience, which have
now been resolved. Without some kind of final inspection by CSE, or some other body, such issues
could easily be missed and could affect the efficiency of the insulation, and /or its lifetime. The
question of whether these works required Planning Permission was another issue which cropped up
during negotiations with installers. One installer was convinced that the work did need formal
permission, and that there was insufficient time to process an application within the grant
completion deadline. Another installer, who had carried out other projects in Bristol, was convinced
formal permission was not required. I sought guidance from CSE and was advised to contact Bristol
City Planning Department but there wasn't a particular Officer who knows all about the scheme. I
managed to have a short conversation with a Duty Planning Officer who could not give me a definite
answer, and was not familiar with external wall insulation works, but inferred that if the general
appearance of the outside of the house was not changed ( e.g. exposed brickwork was not rendered
over) then Planning Permission was not required. He told me that the only way I could have written
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confirmation of this guidance was to make a formal application for a Certificate of Lawfulness which
would take longer than the deadline for the work to be completed. The outside of my house
originally had a rendered spar finish and the Planning Officer was not able to say whether the new
finish proposed by the installer would be acceptable. The installer informed me that his finish had
been accepted in other properties within the City so I have proceeded on his advice, but am aware
that this does not been sanctioned officially.”
“Great scheme, although I doubt we would have done the work without such a large grant. The
original time frames were far too tight and the choice of installers was too limited. The second round
of grants (with extended deadline) was a great improvement, although the installers appeared to
have taken on a significant amount (perhaps too much) work during this period. I don’t think that
this would have been a problem normally (i.e. if there were no deadlines to work to). We were also a
little confused by the huge variation in quotes. We feel very privileged to have been part of this
scheme and are already feeling the benefits in our home - as well as the appearance being greatly
improved. THANK YOU! Excellent scheme and efficiently run. Knowledgeable and helpful staff.”
“An opportunity was missed to actually get some experience with aspects of the GD process by not
requiring GDAs to actually undertake a GD assessment and advise home owners in an appropriate
manner. Some issues around grand calculations (I received 3 different grant offers over the course of
the installation works). More direct support and advice could have been provided by CSE around the
requirements for installers to provide warranties and comply with appropriate certification schemes.
I recognise the constraints under which the scheme was delivered, so under the circumstance I
believe CSE did a good job and helped deliver a successful scheme that Bristol can be proud of and
build on going forward. Absolutely key to make the most from customer experiences and feedback.
Another trick was missed by not recording actual before and after consumption figures or to install
sensors that verify whether issue crop up around damp and mould in building fabric going forward.
Front runner schemes such as the BHEU will be key in informing future decisions around GD and the
retrofit agenda in general.”
“We feel very fortunate to have benefited from this initiative. The insulation has transformed our
home and attracted interest from neighbours and passers-by.”
General feedback: heating upgrade households
“We are very grateful for an efficient new boiler that meets our needs adequately; we would
probably have waited for the boiler to become irreparable before replacing it without the upgrade,
as it would be a large expenditure and our income is low.”
“Having the grant for the boiler was fantastic. Wish we also had it for solid wall insulation but we
were not quick enough to find an installer before the deadline. I would not go with green deal
finance for this as it is a high interest rate and too long a pay back so in the end costs us more money
and they benefits take too long. It was a fantastic scheme. The team were really helpful whenever I
called with a query. If the paperwork had been clearer and more straightforward I wouldn't have had
to contact the CSE team as often as I did.”
“I am really grateful for the opportunity to participate in this scheme; it helped prompt me to
replace the boilers in my and my tenant's property and gave me some very welcome financial
assistance. I would not have done the work this year if there hadn’t been financial help available. We
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love our new boilers! What I would say is that cash flowing the project was more difficult than I
anticipated and I don’t see how if the scheme remains like this, it is going to help people who really
are on low incomes. The grant is only paid retrospectively. I asked every single installer on the
heating installation list if anyone would let me pay them after my grant arrived and every single one
refused and had terms that meant I had to pay them all the money before the related grant arrived.
Given that I had to pay for an assessment to access the scheme up front too, I actually had to be able
to cash flow more than 100% of the improvement works myself without financial help to access the
grant. This needs reviewing or those without savings will not be able to participate when the works
are not fully covered by Green Deal finance.”
“I am very happy with my new central heating, but was very confused why the installer was
demanding payment form me immediately. I think that paying the installer would be much simpler
way of dealing with it. Installer was insecure that I was going to hold on to the money and delay
transfer, I was stuck in the middle of a transaction with very little power. ON the other hand, if
quality of workmanship was questionable, the receiver of the grant can at least negotiate if, for
instance, the rubbish was not collected as promised (it happened in my case). If paid at source, the
installer would not have any incentive to make sure work is absolutely completed. So it could be
argued either way. I do however understand that some installers tool on so much work, that they
were running out of resources to buy new boilers if payments were delayed. Not sure what the best
way forward would be.”
“Thank you! Now I have a really good fuel efficient boiler heating my home!!!”
“Some of the installers gave the initial quote not including vat and was not until I asked then it was
added - seventeen and a half per cent on top of thousands makes quite a difference. There was
some additional pipe work and the resiting of the boiler in a different position to the original
position, one or two of the installers kept trying to make me keep the boiler in the same place
despite my wishes i.e. in the house change the boiler and back out for maximum profit, then grab
the grant money - customers wishes should come first.”
“Great scheme and new boiler/controls seem to be saving gas.”
“Way too many appointments needed - luckily I work from home but I think there were SIX
occasions when I needed to be available. If I worked full time I wouldn't have been able to do it. The
installers didn't understand about the finance aspect from Wessex. I had to chase the assessor for
the report. Overall, very pleased. I wouldn't have been able to afford a new boiler without the
scheme.”
“I was delighted. It made a potentially difficult project (replacing my boiler and thermostat system)
much easier since I could depend on informed and disinterested advice. And did.”
“Very positive and very grateful for the grant, it has helped a lot.”
“I was very impressed with CSE, with the knowledge and friendliness of their staff. Excellent service.
However, I only heard about this scheme when I started looking for a Green Deal assessor, who told
me about it. I'm not sure it was publicised that widely (or perhaps I don't read the Evening Post
enough). My installer was great, and I'm delighted with the boiler which is already saving us money,
emissions, and making the house toasty. Thanks.”
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General feedback: timescales
“The time factor for the work to be done was too tight. All so the time of year, i.e. winter.”
“A good scheme that I found only by chance. Not much publicity about it and when I did discover it
time was already running out and I was up against deadlines and the scheme had not been available
for long. Lucky we completed in time.”
“The time span was too tight and a bit scary at times. I thought we might miss it. Also, the choice of
assessors and installers is poor. I contacted one firm on the list to be told that they weren't even
carrying out domestic work. This was annoying. Another listed installer did not visit as he knew he
couldn't meet the deadline. Consequently, there was only 1 firm who was ready to carry out the
work so I had no choice but to use them. They, also, had never done this before, apparently.”
“I'm sure the initial time constraints put many people off proceeding, if the work was not completed
by the deadline they were in danger of having to pay the whole amount. Also given the time of year
that this was started and supposed to be finished I think it was unrealistic, our weather is so
unpredictable it was a real concern as to whether the work would be finished on time.”
“I could have really benefitted from it further if the deadline had been longer - it only takes one
bereavement / major problem to make the 3 months rather nightmarish.”
“On considerable reflection, we’re not going to use the grant this year. We’re expecting, so I think
the process will be too disruptive. I’m sorry for the inconvenience; things have taken us by surprise a
little!”
General feedback on the scheme and CSE
“Very happy with the whole set up.”
“Very thankful for all your help.”
“All round it was an excellent idea backed up equally by the Bristol Home Energy team who actually
let me speak to them face to face at their office.”
“When I phoned at start plenty of information given and help if I needed it was told just to phone.”
“Overall, I was really impressed with CSE and how they managed the process (and I'm not just
saying that!). The only things that were frustrating were: 1) the lack of available installers (which
completely removed the option of me having wall insulation); and 2) a lack of clarity over how the
grant would be calculated (though as I ended up with more than I expected, I shouldn't really
complain).”
“The biggest limitation was that there was only one installer on the list at the time I applied so I only
got one quote and had to risk taking on what was on offer with no ability to compare quotes or
products. However, the results have been spectacular!”
“Very pleased with the whole process.”
“Generally I thought it was a Green Deal process until later in the process I understood it was just a
trial system. The combination of grant and loan finance was attractive.”
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“Good overall.”
“Very good because the deal included a grant and not a loan.”
“If you offer any further grants for energy saving I would like to hear about further grants.”
“Not enough green deal providers *installers+. Some booked appointments and never turned up.
The whole process could be done by assessors, no green deal providers needed. You get an
assessment. You get a quote from anyone. The payment is made after an assessor has evaluated the
completed work. I could have got the work done cheaper by a non-Green Deal accredited provider.”
“Very satisfactory for the work we had done but the amount of the grant offered for external wall
insulation (which we had also thought of having done) was too low compared to the total cost.”
“The scheme was overall brilliant. Several assessors never returned calls and since the list was short
this became an issue. Two installers cancelled quote visits (one twice) meaning I could only get one
quote with enough time to get the work completed in time. CSE were very helpful.”
“I'd like to say how very impressed we've been with the speed and efficiency with which this scheme
has been handled. Your department and the assessor Darren Evans have pulled out all the stops to
handle the deadline. May I offer a suggestion of adding more local gas fitters to the gas boiler fitters
list.”
“I have my doubts about the value to me of this programme: the improvements I feel my home
needs are under ground floor insulation and solid wall insulation. These do not seem to be
covered/available at present. Even if they were available the cost would be quite high and, at 80
years of age, I do not expect to survive long enough to outlive the pay-back period. Yes, I know that
hypothetically the debt would be passed on to a future owner of the property but that seems to be a
complication I would not wish upon my executors and I doubt that they would realise any value,
possible making a loss instead. So I am exercising economy of energy as best I can and am grateful to
CSE for help in draught proofing. I wish your program great success.”
“After a fair bit of complication, an assessor…visited my house…to do the assessment. He said that
I'd get the report within a week or so. I never heard from them, I have chased them at least twice if
not 3 times. Each time I call I am told that someone will call me right back, but no one ever does. So
basically I am fed up with it and am planning on giving up - I must be very nearly too late anyway…I
have to say that every time I have contacted CSE you have been extremely helpful, but in general I'm
really disappointed with how the scheme has gone for me. I know it's a 'customer led' programme
and I understand all of the reasons for that, but it seems to me that the other companies needed to
make the programme work are just not set up to respond to what the customers need.”
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Survey example
An example of the survey that was sent to householders can be downloaded from the Bristol Home
Energy Upgrade project page. Please see www.cse.org.uk/bheu

Case studies
Five case studies have been completed to date. They include:
3 external solid wall insulation
1 able to pay boiler upgrade
1 Affordable Warmth boiler upgrade
They can be downloaded from the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade project page. Please see
www.cse.org.uk/bheu74

Installation data summary
For a graphical representation of Bristol Home Energy Upgrade in numbers please see
www.cse.org.uk/bheu

74

Additional information and resources can also be found at www.bristol.gov.uk/page/environment/strategicenergy-unit
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